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CONSTRAINTS FACED BY THE BANANA GROWERS OF SONARGAON 
1-6 	 U1'AZILA UNDER NA RAYANGONJ DISTRICT 

ABS'I'RACT 

The main objective of this study was to find out the extent of constraints faced by 

the banana growers in banana cultivation in the five selected aspects namely improved 

banana sucker, disease, agricultural credit, field management and marketing and to explore 

the relationships between the constraints faced by the growers in respect of cultivating 

banana and their nine selected characteristics. Data were collected by interview procedure 

from 50 selected growers out of 250 banana growers (i.e. 20 percent) from selected area 

Sonargaon upazila under Narayangonj district. Findings of the study indicated that 

growers faced 34, 38 and 28 percent of high, medium and low constraints respectively in 

improved sucker. In case of disease, it was found that the growers faced 24, 68 and S 

percent of high, medium and low constraints respectively, in case of agricultural credit, it 

was found that the growers faced 26, 32 and 28 percent of high, medium and low 

constraints respectively and 14 percent did not take any loan. In case of field management, 

it was found that the growers faced 16, 70 and 14 percent of high, medium and low 

constraints respectively. In case of marketing, it was found that the growers laced 36, 58 

and 6 percent of high, medium and low constraints respectively. The comparative 

constraints faced by the banana growers in the live selected aspects was shown using 

constraints facing index (CUfl. The CR indicate that the banana growers fitced high 

constraints in marketing (CR of 230), diseases came next (CR of 216). then improved 

banana sucker (CR of 206). field management (CR of 202) and agricultural credit (CR of 

170) respectively. The average constraints facing score was 53.3 with 20, 64 and 16 

percent banana growers faced high, medium and low constraints respectively. Statistical 

test showed that education, firm size, area under banana cultivation, annual income, 

agricultural knowledge, social participation and extension contact of banana growers had 

significant negative relationships with their different constraints (improved sucker, 

disease, agricultural credit, field management, marketing and overall constraints). 

However, age and family size of the banana growers had no significant relationships with 

their constraints facing. 

- 
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CI lit P'FER I 

I N'FRODL.C'I'R)N 

Traditionally and predominantly Bangladesh is all Agricultural country About 

84 5% ot'lter population is rural based and directly or indirectly depend on agriculture 

(BBS 1998). Agriculture still remains the largest sector of the economy in 

Bangladesh, which contributes about 21.77% gross domestic product in the economy 

of Bangladesh (BBS 2005). Agriculture also supplies raw materials for industrial 

production and food stuff for human and animal consumption. 

Bangladesh has a very rich alluvial soil and moderate climate congenial to the 

growth of various crops and fruits (i.e. Rice. Wheat, Jute, Maize, Banana, Papaya, 

Mango, Jackfruit etc) throughout the year. But constraints in agriculture are 

niultifaced. The cause may be dtic to the fact that the agriculture as a whole remains 

to be traditional with its century old cultural practices and local crop varieties. That is 

why per unk yield of the major crops is one of tile lowest in the world. Realizing the 

situation the Government has taken up various prograllillies to improve the situation. 

Now a days, Govcrnnieuts and Non-government sectors like, NGOs are trying to 

produce more fruit crops tinder the tree plantation 

But the availability of fruits in Bangladesh is very pathetic when compared 

with other countries. Only 63 grams of fruits are available per capita per day in 

Bangladesh against 128 grams in Thailand. 123 grams in Philippines. 121 grams in 

Japan, 71 grams in Malaysia and 139 grams in U. K. The per capita consumption 01 

fruits silould be at least 4 otinces, that is. 116 grams. rherefore. the total availability 

of fruits in Bangladesh requires to be at least doubled and continue to be increased 

with the increase of population. 

The Banana (A/zgspp) is one important tropical fruits. Banana occupies an 

important position among the fruits of Bangladesh not only for its highest production 

among the Fruits but also (hr its increasing popularity among the farmers as an 

economic crop. According to production, banana is the (list in Bangladesh and 

second according to cultivated land. Area, production and yield of different fruits iii 

Bangladesh (1997-1998 & 1998-1999) are shown in ltbic I 
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Fruits 	Area - 	Production 	Yield 	Area 	Production 

I 000ha) 	( I 000) ton 	(ton/ha) 	(I 000 	(I 000) ton 	(ton/ha) 

Banana 

Puicapple 

Jack Inut 
Papaya 
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i1eI9n 
LicI'ii 

Ciunva 

13  2.6 

46 4.6 
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36 I 	0.8 
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Source. Monthly statistical bulletin ol' Bangladesh. April, 2000. 

Banana is one of' the oldest fruits in Bangladesh. Banana has been cultivated in 

l3angladcsli 11Dm pre-li istoric Limes. Banana is very popti Ia;, cheap and tasty. Iii 

Bangladesh. Banana is the cheapest fruit compared with other fruits are shown in 

table 2. 

Table 2. Compansout l)ritC of banana with oilier fruits 

Fruits 	- Quantity  Pried I Fruit 

2-3 Tk 	-- 

8-10Th 

Orange  1 8-I0Tk 

5-STk Guava  

Mango  I - 10-20Tk 

 I 
	_____ 	-254OTk. 

UY 

Source: Physical yen lication by researcher 

fruits 	I 	. ._.._ 	. _________ - 
1711 	I 	1915 	7 17 

I •'' - 	- 	6.69 



JNutrients 

MoisLure 

P 	F'ercetn 

70.0 

Carbohydrate 27,0 

Protein 1.2 

Crude tihie - 	oT 
'1 

\liiierals t\'itacnins 

Phosphorus 

Calcium 

Iron 

- B-Carowne  

Amount (ppm) 

I 	290. 

800 

6.0 

0.5 

flrat 0.3 

7 sl1  0.9 - 

Ri 

Niacin 

Ascorbic acid 

0 5 

7.0 

120 

Banana is not only readymade delicious food but they are also valued for their 

vitamin and mineral contents. Ripe bananas are sugary and easily digestible and are 

eaten raw as a desert fruit. Unripe banana fruits are cooked and provide it starch food 

Minerals, Vitamins and nutrients of Banana are. given below in Table 3 

1able 3. The composition of the pulp of banana is given below 

Source: Anonymous. 2001 

There were more than 40 varieties available in Bangladesh. But a particular 

variety is known by more than one name in di ftereni places and the actual nunther 

nlav be around 32. The important banana varieties grown in Bangladesh are 

Amritasauor. Sabri. Champa, Kabari, Japkathui. Cianasundari etc 

Inspire of greater potentiality ot'banana cultivation, the growers of Bangladesh 

are not free from problems in cultivating banana. Therefore. constraints in tue 

seientilic cultivation of banana as perceived by the growers might he influenced by 

their personal, economic. social and essential to have an understanding of the banana 

cultivation constraints litced of the growers and its relationship with their various 

characteristics for effective planning and execution oL' iIlcre2isil*g banana cultivation in 

Bangladesh. 

Therefore, the purpose of 1 he study was to have an understanding of the 

problems faced by the banana growers of selected Sonargaon upazila under 

Narayangonj district. It was anticipated that such a study would discover the causes of 

the problems related to cultivation, niarketing, processing and storing of banana as 

well as help in planting an effective measure for banana production all over the 

coti nt r. 



4. 
Statenwnt of the Problem 

in view of the need for having an understanding of the growefs constraints in 

banana cultivation, t he researcher undertook this piece of' research eni itled 

"Constraints faced by the banana growers of Sonargaon upzila tinder Narayangonj 

district". The study will hightiglu how much problems are tiiced by the growers in 

respect of- l 

a) Improved sticker 

Disease 

Agricultural credit 

Field management 

c) Marketing 

The purpose of the study was to ind out the answers 01 the above problems 

faced by the banana growers in banana cultivation. For a clear insight, the study also 

explored the relationships of the selected characteristics of the banana growers with 

their laced constraints. The study aims to find out the answers of the following 

questions: 

I) What were the constraints faced by the banana growers in respect of  

a) Improved banana sucker 	 Ii) Disease 

c) Agricultural credit 	 d) Field nianagement 

Marketing? 

What were the characteristics of the banana growers? 

What were the relationships between Lhe constraints and characteristics of 

the banana growers? 

To get the answers of the above questions. the researcher undertook this piece 

of research programme entitled "Constraints faced by the banana growers of 

Sonargaon upazila under Narayangoni district" 



ii 

Specific Olnecnvcs: 

The following specific objectives were formulated Ibr giving proper direction 

of the study. 

1. To determine the extent of constraints faced by the growers in cultivation of banana 

on following aspects- 

improved banana sucker 

Disease 

e) Agricultural credit 

Field management 

Marketing 

2. To determine and describe the selected characteristics of the growers. 

Age 

Education 

iii)Farnily size 

Farm size 

Area under Banana cultivation 

Knowledge in Banana cultivation 

Annual income 

Social Participation 

Extension contact 

3. To explore the relationship between the constraints faced by the growers in 

banana cultivation and their selected characteristics. 

4'  
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Scope and Limitations of this Study: 

The study was undertaken with a view to have -,in understanding of the constraints 

fhced by the growers in banana production In order to conduct the research in 

nicaningLul and manageable way it becomes ilecessaily to inipose some limitation in 

regard to certain aspects of the study. Considering the limitation of Lime, money and 

other resources of the researcher, the following limitations have been observed 

Lhroiighotlt the study. 

The study was confined to Sonargaon upazila under Narayangonj district. 

2. The study was limited to the banana growers and relevant data were collected 

ftoni sample of the population of the study. 

3 There were various aspects in banana cultivation and many Sons olconstraints 

connected with this issue. It was not possible for the researcher to include all 

aspects of banana production constraints in a single study. In this study the 

researcher studied the consiraints faced by banana growers in respect of live 

dimensions, namely, improved banana sucker. diseases. field management, 

credit and marketing. 

4. 	Relationship of the constraints in banana cultivation could be studied with the 

various characteristics of the growers, but only 9 characteristics of the growers 

were selected for investigation in this study. 

Assti,uil iOilS 

An assumption is the supposition that an apparenL Iuict or principle is true in the 

light of the available evidence (Goode and Flail. 1952). The researcher had the 

following assumptions in his mind while undertaking this study. 

The respondents selected for this study were cornpetenl to satisLly the ClUcries  

designed by the investigator. 

The responses furnished by the respondents were reliable. They express the 

truth while passing their opinions and providing information 

3 	
viewer was well adjusted to the social 1  

environment of the study area. 1-lence the data collected by him Lioni the 

respondents were free from bias 

4 	The views and opinions furnished by the banana growers included in sample 

were the representative views and opinions of all the banana growers of the 

study area. 
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.4- 
	 l)efiutilion of Terms: 

C dial n liii port ant termS used in this study are operationall v defined and 

utterpreted br clariLy of undersLanding in 1 his section 

Age: 

Age of a banana grower is (lehning in terms ol' actual years from his birth to 

the time of interview in this study. It was measured in terms of year. 

	

I 	 Education: 

Education of a banana grower',,,  refers to the development of desirable 

knowledge, skills and attitude in an individual through the experience of reading, 

writing and related 	activities. It was measured in terms of years of successful 

schooling completed by him. 

Farm Size: 

Farm size refers to the total area of a banana grower's which included with his 

own house, own land under own cultivation, area taken on borga system. area gwen to 

others on borga system and area taken from others on lease. A banana grower was 

considered to have bull benefit from the own land under own cultivation and area 

taken from others on lease and half benefit from the area taken on borga system or 

area given to others on borga basis. 

Icuowledge in Banana (2ultivation: 

It refers to the knowledge ol banana growers about the basic understanding of 

the growers different aspects of banana cultivation. 

Area under Banana Cultivation: 

Area covered by banana cultivation in the last season of collecting the data 

was considered as the area under banana cultivation of a respondent and it measured 

by heetares. 

1:1 



4. 	 Annual Income: 

it is defined as the total yearly income by a banana grower and other family 

members both from agriculture including banana cultivation and other sources 

(service, business., daily labor etc.). It was measured in taka. 

Extension Contact: 

The extension contact of it respondent is defined as a respondent contact with 

different extension media and influence himself in different activities of agriculture 

I 	 through different extension agents. 

Social Particination: 

Social participation of a grower refers to his taking part in different social 

organization either as ordinary members, executive committee member or an officer. 

ln,iov:itiveiiess 

Innovativeness indicates the degree to which an individual is relatively earlier 

to adopt new ideas than other member of his social system. 

Marketing: 

The term marketing means the entire process during the flow of goods and 

services from producer to consumer. Marketing include the commercial transaction of 

buying and selling, as well as physical distribution. 

Banana Growers: 

Banana growers retèr to those who cultivated banana in the last season of 

collecting data. They also cultivate other crops besides banana. 

Banana Cultivation: 

Banana cultivation refers to the different steps of banana production. 

harvesting, storing, processing and conservation as well as marketing of the banana. 

Constraints in Banana Cultivation: 

Constraints of the banana cultivation are defined as the extent of difficulties 

laced by the growers in banana cultivation in the different selected aspects. 
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4' 	 ChAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this chapler is to review the researches conducted in line of the 

major focuses of study. This study as already indicated, was undertaken to have an 

understanding of the constraints faced by the growers in banana cultivation and its 

relationship with the selected characteristics. The researcher, however, made a frantic 

search in possible avenues to Locate relevant studies but it was found that little 

research has been conducted in this field in Bangladesh. The researcher extensively 

reviewed the available literature to search out related worics in Bangladesh as well as 

in other countries. But a fw researches exploring the relationship of the 

characteristics of the individuals with their faced constraints conic La the notice of the 

researcher. 

Literature having relevance to the present study has been reviewed in two 

sections. The first section dealt with the literature on the constraints l'aced by growers 

in cultivating various crops and the second section dealt with review of studies 

dealing with the relationships between selected characteristics and faced constraints. 

This chapter describes the reviews of researches related to this study. The 

researcher made an exhaustive search to collect the first findings on the constraints 

faced on any aspect of agriculture. 

1-lowever, the available reviews of literatures in connection with this study are 

briefly discussed below: 

'a- 



4 	
Studies Dealing with the Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana 

Cultivation and Other Crops: 

Rahnian (1979) in his article showed that one of the greatest problems the 

farmers faced in the bill area is the marketing of the agricultural produce particularly 

of the perishable goods like banana, pineapple, etc. 

Chander ci at (1990) in their study identified constraints in potato cultivation. 

Main constraints were ignorance about improved cultivars and cultivation practices; 

ignorance about scientific method of'sowing: lack ofguidance of marketing of potato; 

I 	 high cost of improved cultivars; high cost of' fertilizers, pesticides and irrigation; lack 

of cRough space for storing potatoes scientifically and so on. 

Baksh ci cii. (1991) in their study identified several constraints that reduced 

higher production and profit of pineapple cultivation. The major constraints were 

marketing problems. lack of improved production technology and lack oi institutional 

credit. Pineapple marketing was a problem to about 96% farmers. During peak han'est 

time, price of pineapple fell down due to monopoly business of the "Aratdars" and 

pineapple merchants. High marketing cost paid to middleman, market toll and 

subscriptions given to local "Mastans" were the major problems of pineapple. 

Biswas (1992) in his study, identified farmers raced problems in cotton 

cultivation. Non availability of quality seed in time, unfavorable and high cost of 

fertilizer and insecticides, lack of operating capital, not getting fair weight and 

reasonable price according to grade, affects of cattle in cotton field, lack of technical 

knowledge, lack of storage facility, stealing from field at maturity stage and late 

t 	 buying of raw cotton by cotton development board were identified as major problems 

of cotton farmer sin Jessore district. 

Barinan (1995) in his study found that transporting the products shares more 

than 80% of total marketing cost. Almost 80% respondents reported that inadequate 

transport and its higher cost involvement were the major problems in marketing in 

study area. As such the producers and the business parties involved could not shift 

pineapple to the markets where there was a higher demand for it. 
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Findings of Researches on the Relationships of the Selected Characteristics with 

Problem ConFrontation: 

Age and Constraints Faced by the Growers in l3anana Cultivation: 

Rashid (1975) conducted a study to determine the relationship between the 

ersoiial characteristics and agricultural constraints faced by the farmers in Madhupur 

union of Tangail district. He states that there was no relationship between age of the 

farmers and the agricultural problem confrontation, 

Nath (1974) conducted a study to identify the relationships between the 

selected personal characteristics and constraints faced of the union Assistant of 

\4ymensingh agricultural district. No relationship was lound between age oithe union 

assistant and their constraint problem confrontation 

Kashem (1977) in his study on the landless labourers on Barakhiata union 

under Rangpur district examined the relationship between age of landless labourers 

and their problem confrontation. lie found that there was no relationship between age 

of the landless labourers and their problem confrontation. 

Au (1973) in his study determined the extent of problems faced by the farmer 

71 

	

	
of Phulpur upazila under Mymensingh district in four selected aspects of improved 

cattle management. tie found a positive relationship between age and cattle problem 

confrontation of farmers. 

Saha (1983) in a study on poultry problem confrontation in respect of breeding 

of poultry stated that there was no relationship between age of the flirmers and their 

poultry problem confrontation. But a negative trend was found i. e. the younger 

farmers faced more poultry problem. 

Sarker (1983) stated that age of the lhrmers had a significant negative 

relationship with their poultry problem confrontation. 

Islam (1987)   in his study on artificial insemination problems faced by farmers 

in two selected union of Madhupur upazila under Tangail district observed that age of 

the flirmers had no significant relationship with their problem confrontation. 

Shahidullah (1987) in his study of production. consumption and marketing 

behaviour of the poultry farmers found that negative relationship between age of the 

farmers and production, consumption and marketing behaviour. 



Hossain (1989)   in a study on landless labourers in Bhabakhali union of 

Myrnensingh district found that there was no relationship between age of the landless 

labourers and their problem confrontation. 

ltaha (1989) in his study on deeptubewell irrigation problems oi farmers in the 

cultivation of modern variety of boro paddy observed that there was no relationship 

between the age of the Qirmers and irrigation problems confrontation. Ilowever. the 

relationship showed a positive trend. 

Mansur (19S9) in his study on the feeds and feeding problems confrontation 

- 	 found that there was no significant relationship between the age of the farmers and 

leeds and feeding problems confrontation. 

Rahman (1995) in his study on constraints fhced by the farmers in cotton 

cultivation at Muktagacha diana under Mymensingh district observed that there was 

no significant relationship between the ige of the farmers and their Qiccd constraints 

in cot ton cuLtivation. 

Education and Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana Cultivation: 

Rashid (1975) conducted a study to determine the relationship between the 

personal characteristics and agricultural constraints titced by the farmers in Madhupur 

union olTangail district. I-Ic states that there was no significant relationship between 

education of the farmers and the agricultural problem confrontation. 

Kashem (1977) in his study on the landless labourers on Barakhata union 

under Rangpur district examined the relationship between education of landless 

labourers and their problem confrontation. I-Ic found a significant negative 

relationship between education of the landless labourers and their problem 

confrontation. 

Ali (1978) in his study determined the extent of problems faced by the farmer 

of Phulpur upazila under Myniensingh district in four selected aspects of improved 

cattle management. He found that there was no significant relationship between level 

of education of the farmers and cattle problem confrontation of farmers. 

Hossain (1979) observed that education had a negative effect on problem 

confrontation lie observed that some olthe group members who could read and write 

after giving them literacy education, could then approach the bank independently for 

their credit needs 
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Saha (983) in his study on poultry problem confrontation iii respect of 

breeding of poultry stated that there was negative relationship between education of 

the farmers and their poultry problem confrontation. 

Islam (1987) in his study on artificial insemination problem confrontation of 

the flirniers found a negative significant relationship between education and poultry 

problem confrontation 

Kahn (1989) in his study on deeptubewell irrigation problems of farmers in the 

cultivation of modern variety of boro paddy observed that there was no significant 

relationship between the education of the farmers and irrigation problems 

confrontation. however, a positive trend was noticed in the relationship. 

Mansur (1989) in his study on the feeds and feeding problems confrontation 

found a significant negative relationship between the education of the farmers and 

feeds and feeding problems confrontation. 

Italnnan (1995) in his study on constraints faced by the farmers in cotton 

cultivation at Muktagaeha thana under Myniensingh district ohsen'ed had significant 

negative relationship between the education of the farmers and their faced constraints 

in cotton cultivation. The findings indicated that the higher the education of the 

farmers. the lower was their faced constraint in cotton cultivation, 

Family Size and Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana Cultivation: 

Size of family is an important dimension which determines the linancial and 

other resources to the individual family members. The size of family may afl'ect the 

family atmosphere which in turn may determine the extent to which an individual will 

be able to pay proper attention to his duties and responsibilities. The effect of family 

size on the performance as well as on problem confrontation has been amply 

expressed by stanger (1 96 I) when he says: 

"The father may feel that because of the children may stay on a diny, irritating 

job; but in the process may be unconsciously blame them and treat them with less 

aftection than would otherwise be the case or he may simply build up tension on the 

job which cannot express for fear of discharge and so these are vented on noisy active 

youngsters when he comes home". 

Kariin (1974) in his study of relationships of selected economic, social and 

psyclob0w 	characteristics of the union assistants of Mymensingh agricultural 

district with their problem confrontation examined the relationship between family 

size of the union assistants and their problem confrontation. He found that there is no 

relationship between family size I the union assistant and their problem confrontation. 
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Farm Size and Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana Cultivation: 

l.ionberger (1966) after reviewing the situational tactors from the related 

literature in the field of adoption of new ideas and practices concluded that size of 

flhrni was nearly always positively related to the adoption of new farm practices. 

Gaikwad et al. (1969) also found a positive relationship between size of farm 

and adoption behaviour. 

Rashid (975) in his study found that there was no relationship between the 

farm size and their agricultural problem confrontation. 

Kashern (1977) in his study on the landless labourers on Barakhata union 

under 1&angpur district examined the relationship between farm size of landless 

labourers and their problem confrontation. He found a significant negative 

relationship between barga farm size of the landless labourers and their problem 

confrontation. 

Mi (1978) in his study found a negative relationship between the farm size of 

the farmers and cattle problem confrontation of lhrniers. 

Saha (1983) found it negative relationship between farm size of the farmers 

and popular constraints faced by the farmers in his study. 

Sarker (1983) found that farm size ol' the farmers had a significantly negative 

influence on their poultry constraints faced. 

Hossain (1989) in a study on landless labourers in Bhabakhali union of 

Mymensingh district found a significant relationship between borga farm size of the 

landless labourers and their problem confrontalion. 

Islam (1937) in his study on artificial insemination problem confrontation of 

the farmers found a negative significant relationship between farm size of the farmers 

and poultry problem confrontation, 

Mansur (1989) in his study on the feeds and feeding problems confrontation 

found a significant negative relationship between the farm size of the farmers and 

feeds and feeding problents confrontation. 

Rahman (1995) in his study on constraints faced by the farmers in cotton 

cultivation at Muktagacha thana under Mvniensingh district observed had significant 

negative relationship between the farm size of the farmers and their faced constraints 

in cotton cultivation. 
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Are;i under Banana Cultivation and Constraints Faced by the Growers: 

All (1978) in his study kund a negative relationship between the cattle 

strength of the farmers and their problem confrontation. 

Islam (1987) in his study on artificial insemination problem confrontation of 

the farmers found that cattle strength of the farmers had a significant negative 

influence on their artificial insemination problem confrontation. 

Raha (3989) in his study on deeptuhewell irrigation problems of farmers in the 

cultivation of modern variety of boro paddy observed that there was no significant 

relationship between the farmer's area under irrigation and irrigation problems 

confrontation. However, a positive trend was noticed in the relationship. 

Mansur (1989) in his study on the reeds and feeding problems confrontation 

found that there was no relationship between the cattle strength of the farmers and 

feeds and feeding problems confrontation S However, the relationship showed a 

negative trend. 

Rahman (1995) in his study found that area under cotton cultivation of the 

farmers had a significant negative influence on their faced constraints in cotton 

cultivation. The tindings indicated that the farmers with Lar"0er area under cotton 

*  
cultivation faced low constraints in cotton cultivation. 

Agricultural Knowledge in Banana Cultivation and Constraints Faced by the 

(;rowers: 

Karim (1974) in his study found that there was no significant relationship 

between technological knowledge of the union assistant and their problem 

confrontation.  

- 	 Mi (1978) in his study Ihund that there was no significant relationship 

between the technological knowledge about the cattle with the problem confrontation 

of farmers. 

Saha (1983) in his study found a negative relationship between the 

technological knowledge about the poultry of the farmers and constraints faced by the 

farmers in this study. 

Sarker (1983) in his study found that education and poultry knowledge of the 

farmers had a significantly negative influence on their poultry constraints faced. 
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Mansur (1989) in his study on the feeds and feeding problems confrontation 

found a significant negative relationship between the technological knowledge in 

feeds and feeding cattle of the farmers and feeds and ICeding problems confrontation. 

Raha (1989) in his study thund that knowledge in modern boro paddy of the 

Lärmers had no significant relationship '.vith their irrigation problems confrontation. 

Ilowever, a positive trend was noticed in the relationship. 

Rahman (1995) in his study on constraints faced by the farmers in cotton 

cultivation at ?'1uktagacha thana under Myniensingh district observed had a 

significant negative relationship between the technological knowledge in cotton 

cultivation of the farmers and their faced constraints in cotton cultivation. 

AHIILIaI Income anti Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana Cultivation: 

Karim (1974) in his study found that there was no significant relationship 

between technological knowledge of the union assistant and their problem 

confrontation, but a consistent negative trend was observed between the annual 

incomes of the union assistant with their constraints faced 

Rashid (1975)    in his study found that there was no relationship between the 

annual income of the fitriners and their agricultural problem confrontation. 

Kashem (1977) in his study cxamincd the relationship between annual income 

of landless labourers and their problem confrontation. 'though the relationship was 

not statistically significant, the data indicated an appreciable negative trend between 

the two variables. 

Ali (1978) in his study found that there was no significant relationship 

between the annual income of the farmers from the cattle and the problem 

confrontation of farmers. 

Saha (1983) in his study found a positive relationship between the annual 

income of the farmers and poultry constraints faced by the farmers in this study. 

Hossain (1989) in his study on landless labourers i.i Bhabakhali union of 

Mymensingh district found it significant positive relationship between annual income 

of the landless labourers and their problem confrontation. 

Islam (1987) in his study on artificial insemination problem confrontation of 

the farmers found a negative significant relationship between annual income of the 

farmers and poultry problem confrontation. 
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Mansur (1989) in his study on the feeds and 112eding problems confrontation 

found a significant relationship between the annual income of the farmers and feeds 

and feeding problems confrontation, but showed a negative trend. 

Raha (1989) in his study found that annual income of the farmers had no 

significant relationship with their irrigation problems confrontation. However, a 

positive trend was noticed in the relationship. 

Rahman (1995) in his study found that a significant negative and substantially 

relationship between the annual income of the t'arniers and their laced constraints in 

cotton cultivation 

Socia' Participation and Constraints Facetl by the Growers in Banana 

Ctiltivas ion: 

Mahboob (1966) undertook a study on the personality characteristics of the 

maLe country extension personal in Wisconsin. Based on the findings of his study he 

concluded that participation in organization is desirable for extension worker as it 

develops leadership qualities. The conclusion suggests that organizational 

participation of individuals may lessen their constraints faced and thus enhance their 

* 	 percorniance. 

Wilson (1963) studied the characteristics of' adults associated with leadership 

and interest in youth organization and caine out with a series of findings. The findings 

implied that the clThrts of professional workers in youth organizations would be more 

effective, if local leaders were recruited from among adults who have previous 

experience of paflicipation in community organization and adult education program. 

These !itcts suggest that organizational participation may have the effect of lessening 

the problem confrontation of individuals. 

Karim (1974) in his study found a negative significant relationship between 

organizational participation of the union assistant and their problem confrontation 

Rashid (1975) in his study found that there was no significant relationship 

between the organizational participation of the farmers and their agricultural problem 

confrontation. 

Ali (1978) in his study found a negative significant relationship between the 

organizational participation of the farmers from and the problem confrontation of 

farmers. 
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Saha (1983) in his study found it  negative relationship between the 

organizational participation of the farmers and poultry constraints faced by the 

farmers in this study 

1-lossain (1985) in his study on landless labourers in Bhabakhali union of 

Myniensingh districi found it significant positive relationship between annual income 

of the landless labourers and their problem confrontation. 

Islam (1987) in his study on artificial inselnination problem confrontation of 

the farmers found that there was no significant relationship between the 

organizational participation of the farmers and poultry problem confrontation. 

Mansur (1989) in his study on the feeds and feeding problems confrontation 

found a negative significant relationship between the organizational participation of 

the farmers and feeds and feeding problems confrontation. 

Raha (1989) in his study found that the organizational participation of the 

farmers had no significant relationship with their irrigation problems confrontation. 

Rahman (1995) in his study found that there was no significant relationship 

between the organizational participation of the tiuniers and their faced constraints in 

cotton cultivation. 

Extension Contact and Constraints Faced by the Growers in Banana 

Cultivation: 

Itashid (1975) in his study found that there was a negative relationship 

between the cosmopolae ness of the farmers and their agricultural problem 

con flontation. 

Kashem (1977) in his study found that there was a negative relationship 

between the cosniopolite ness of the landless labourers and their problem 

confrontation. 

Raha (1989) in his study found that extension contact of the farmers had no 

significani relationship with their irrigation problems confrontation. However, a 

negative trend was noticed in the relationship. 

Kahman (1995) in his study found that it  significant negative relationship 

between the extension contact of the farmers and their faced constraints in cotton 

cultivation. i. e. Higher the extension contact of the farmers, the lower was their 

constraints lhcing. 
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CHAPTER UI 

NI ETH000IOGY: 

Methods and procedures used in conducting research need very careful 

consideration. Methodology should be such that enables the researcher to collect valid 

information and to analyze the same properly to arrive at correct decisionS. The 

methods and procedures followed in conducting this research are described below: 

I oca lion of the Stud's': 

Sonargaon upazila under Narayangonj district was selected as the area ('or this 

research work which consists Of 10 unions & I Pourosova. Data collected from a 

sample of the banana growers from 7 unions (Aminpur pourosova. Raider Bazar, 

Kachpur. Jampur. kachpur, Mugrapara and piRljpur union) out of I I unions and 17 

villages otLt of S5 villages ouihose 7 unions. 

Population and Sampling: 

All of the banana growers of these 17 villages were selected for this study. At 

lust prepared a list of the banana growers of these 17 villages with the help of local 

union parishad members, chairman and upazila Agricultural officer. After preparing 

the list it was found that the total numbers of banana growers were 250. Out of 250 

banana growers, selected 50 banana growers for samples at randomly and prepared a 

reserve list of 10 banana growers out of this list louse in case of non- availability of 

sampled growers. 
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Table 4. Distribution of banana growers constituting the population, sample and 

reserve list in selected villages under Sonargaon uJ)azula 

SI. 

Name of the villages 	Numbers of (irowerss 	Reserve list 

Population 	Sample 

Kutubpur  

- South_kachpur  
- 	8 03Mondirpur _jo 

LP I 
02 

05 

MEjerchar 	 35 

East darikandi 	 40 
 7 	 2 

8 	 2 
- 	4 

10  
06 

08 
09 

Sekherhai 	 20 

O7Solopara 
1-lonspur 	 - 	10  

Goaldi 1- 
10 1 KhasnagovDiirparItO 2 	 - 
II BaluaDigirpar 10 2 	 - 

...J.? 
13 
14 

lipordi 	 S  

Govindopur 	 10 

Vatropur 	 10 

2 	 - 
2 _- 

IS Sahapur 	 to 2 - 
16_1 I-lana 	 IS 3 1 

L17_ Jauchar  	LO 

Total 	 250 

 2  
 30  

Instrument for Collection of Data: 

in a research study, preparation of an interview schedule for collection of 

information with very caretbi consideration. Keeping these facts the researcher 

prepared an interview schedule with utmost care for collecting data from the 

respondents. Objectives of the study were kept in view while preparing the interview 

- 	 schedule 

The interview schedule continued both open and closed form questions. Scales 

are developed 1'or computing suitable scores in respect of constraints in the cultivation 

ci banana growers. The rough interview schedule was prepared by administering the 

same on several banana growers of Sonargaon upazila under Narayangonj district. 

The pretest was helpful to find out gaps and to locate thulty questions and statements. 

An alterations and adjustments were made in the schedule on the basis of experience 

of the pretest. The interview schedule was then cyclostyled in its final form for 

collection of data. 

I! 
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Collect ion of Data and l)ata Processing and Analysis: 

The researcher was collected data from the sample growers through interview 

schedule. Before starting collection of data, the researcher met with the sub assistant 

agriculture officer of different blocks & Chairman's of different unions in order to 

explain the objectives of the study and requested them to provide necessary help and 

cooperation in collection of data. The union parishad members and the local leaders of 

the area were also approached to render essential help. As a result of all these a good 

working atmosphere was created in the study area which was very helpfttl for 

collection of data by the researcher. 

Data for this study were collected I'lon, the respondents of 17 viLlages by using 

the prepared interview schedule by the researcher himself Before going to the 

respondents for interview they were informed earlier, so that they would be available 

in their respective area. The interviews were held individually in the house or farms of 

the respective respondent. A grower might feel hesitate in giving some information 

about matters relating to him. Keeping this in his mind, the researcher explained the 

purpose of the study as well as established rapport before starting interview with any 

respondent. Whenever any respondent faced difficulty in understanding any question, 

the researcher took utmost care to explain the same clearly. 

No series problem was laced by the researcher in collecting data It was not 

possible to collect from four growers out of the selected 50 sampLe. They were not 

available for interview at the time of interviewing. The researcher collected data from 

the two banana growers using the reserve list. Collection of data took 30 days from 

the l April to00'  April, 2006. 

,tIcr complete of held survey the collected data will be coded, compiled, 

tabulated and analysis in accordance with the objectives. Qualitative data are 

c1uantiLied by means of suitable scoring technique and local units are converted into 

standard units. The statistical measures such as number and percentage distribution 

are used for describing the variables. The responses of the respondent contained in the 

interview schedule are transferred to a master sheet in order to entering data in the 

computer. SPSS computer package is used for processing and analysis of data. 
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Statement of I-ivpothesis 

According to Goode and I latt (1952). "A hypothesis is a proposition which can be 

put to a test to determine its validity. it may seem conical)' to or in accord with the 

commonsense. it may prove to he correct or incorrect. In any event, however, it leads 

to an empirical test." In studying relationships between variables research hypothesis 

are formulated which state anticipated relationships between the variables However, 

for statistical test, it becomes necessary to formulate null hypothesis. A null 

hypothesis states that there is no relationship between the concerned variables. If a 

null hypothesis is rejected on the basis of statistical test, it is assumed that there is a 

relationship between the concerned variables 

The following null hypotheses were formulated to examine the relationships olthe 

selected characteristics of the banana growers with their constraints faced in banana 

cultivation. 

1, There was no relationship between age of the banana growers and their faced 

constraints. 

There was no relationship between education of the banana growers and their 

faced constraints. 

There was no relationship between family size of the banana growers and their 

faced constraints. 

There was no relationship between (lint size of the banana growers and their 

faced constraints 

There was no relationship between area tinder banana cultivation of the 

banana growers and their faced constraints. 

There was no relationship between agricultural knowledge of the banana 

growers and their faced constraints. 

There was no relationship between annual income of the banana growers and 

their faced constraints. 

S. There was no relationship between social participation of the banana growers 

and their faced constraints. 

9. There was no relationship between extension contact of the banana growers 

and their faced constraints. 
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Va rial)lCS of the Studs' 

In social research, the selection and tneasuretncnt of variables constitute an 

important task. in this connection, the researcher looked into the literature to widen 

his understanding about the nature and scope ot'the variables involved in the research 

studies. Ezekiel and Fox (1959) deLined a variable as any measurable characteristics 

which can assume varying or different values in successive individual cases. The 

hypothesis of a research, while constructed properly, contains at leas( two important 

elements. viz, an independent variable and a dependent variable. An independent 

variable is that factor which is manipulated by the researcher in his attempt to 

ascertain its relationships to an observed phenomenon Townsend (1953). A dependent 

variable is that factor which appears, disappears or varies as the experimenter 

introduces, removes or varies the independent variables. The dependent variable is 

oflen called the criterion or predicted variable, where as the independent variables is 

called the treatment, experimental or antecedent variable Dalen (1977). 

Selection of Dependeni and Independent Varhibles: 

Constraints laced by the banana growers were the main focus of this study and 

it was considered as the dependent variables. Constraints faced by the banana growers 

(improved banana sucker, disease, agricultural credit, field management and 

marketing) were selected dependent variables. 

For selection of independent variables the researcher vent through the past 

'1 	 related literature as far as available. He discussed with the teacher, experts in the 

relevant fields and research fellows in agricultural extension and related disciplines. 

I-Ic also carefully noticed the various characteristics of the growers of the study. 

Availability of time, money and other resources were also kept in view in selecting 

the variables. Characteristics of the banana growers (age, education, knowledge in 

banana cultivation, area under banana cultivation, annual income, farm size, family 

size, extension contact and social participation) were selected as independent 

variables. 
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Measurement of Variables 

Measurement of Independent Variables 

It was pertinent to follow a niethodolowcal procedure for measuring the 

selected variables in order to contact the study in accordance with the objectives 

already formulated. The procedures for measuring the indcpendenl variables are 

described below: 

AQC: 

Age of a respondent was measured in terms of actual years &om his birth to 

the time of inten:iew. A score of one (1) was assigned 1kw each year of age 

Edncal ion 

Education score was computed for each respondent by giving one point br 

each year of successful schooling completed. The person who can sign only lie was 

given score 0.5 and who does not reading andwriting scored 0. 

Faniilv Size: 

Family size was operationally measured by assigning a score of one fix each 

member of the titmily who jointly lived and ate together. The members included are 

the respondent, his wife, children and other dependcni meniben. 

Farm Size: 

Farm size was measured for each respondent in terms of hectares by using the 

bolbowing formula: 

Farm size IA 	A2 1/, (A3  ±A0 A31 

Vhere, A1 - homestead area of the respondent (own house) 

A2= Own land under own cultivation 

Ar Area taken on horga system 

k 	Area given to others on borga system 

As Area taken from others on lease 

Area under Banana (nitivatiou: 

Area covered by banana cultivation in the last season of collecting the data 

was considered as the area under banana cultivation of a respondent and it mcasured 

-S.- 	 by hectares. 
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e\!III1WI Income: 

Family income of it respondent was measured oti (lie basis of total yearly 

earning from agriculture and other sources (service, business, daily labor etc.) by the 

respondent himselt' and other family menthers, lur calculation at income score, one 

(1) score was assigned ('or one thousand taka income. 

	

C 	.\gricnllural Knowledgsi 

Agricultural knowledge score ofa respondent was measured by asking him 15 

..SL_ questions on different aspect of agricultural knowledge nminly unproved variety. 

('N 1PM. fertilizer managementS pests and diseases The Weights was given for corrccl 

answers were br 2 or 3 according to the nature of answers and for wrong answer 0 

	

- 	Thus. the agricultural knowledge of the respondents could range from 0 to 30. 0 

i nd tiding [to agricu I tural knowledge and 30 indicating very high agricultural 

knowledge. 

Social Participation:  

Social Participation or a respondent was measured according to nature of his 

pailicipation III (lillerent organizations Score were assigned according to the nature of 

participation ol'a respondent in all organization in I he fbI lowing manner. 

Nature otipaflicijEtiOQ 	 5çores 

No Participation 	
C) 

rwnary membership 

Member of the executive committee 	 2 

Officer (president. Secretary and Treasure ete,) 	3 

Social Participation score of a respondent was obtained by adding the scores 

for his Participation in all organization on the basis of his responses. 

Extension Contact: 

on The extension contact of a respondent was measured with seven selected 

extension media as not at all, rarely, occasionally and very olien assigning a score of 

0, I, 2 and 3 respectively. Extension contact score of the respondents could range 

from 0 10 21. here 0 indicating 110 extension contact and 21 indicating very high 

extension contact. 
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\'Ieasurernent of Dependent 'ariablcs: 

ftc dependent variables were measured by constructing scales for each of the 

five selected aspects. The scales contained 7. 7, 10. 8 and 6 probable problems that 

the banana growers might lhce iii respect of improved banana sucker, disease, 

agricultural credit. field management and marketing respectively. Each grower was 

asked to indicate the extent oldifticulty caused by each of the problems by checking 

any one of the responses such as very high, high. tin Ic and not at all and weights 

assigned to these responses were 3. 2. I and 0 respectively. Weights tbr responses 

against all these were added together to obtain one's constraints faced score in each of 

the five aspects. Therefore, the scores of the respondents could range from 0 to 21. 0 

to 21, 0 to 30, 0 to 24 and 0 to IS in the selected aspects such as improved banana 

sucker, disease. agricultural credit, field management and marketing respectively. So 

the highest scores of the respondents are 21. 21, 30. 24 and IS in the selected aspects 

such as improved banana sucker, disease, agricultural credit, field management and 

marketing respectively Therefore, to obtain (he individuals problem controntation 

	

a 	
score in any aspect, were measured the individuals aspects problem confrontation 

was expressed in percentage by using the formula reported by Kashem (1977): 

Problem confrontation score in any aspect 

Total observed score on any aspect 

N 100 

	

1; 
	

Total possible highest score on that aspect 

Thus the possible percentage range of problem confrontation score in each of 

the five selected aspects would be from 0 to 100 An overall problem conirontation 

score was also computed for each grower by adding his problem confrontal ion scores 

of the five aspects and converting it to percentage scores as stated above. So, the 

overall problem confrontation scores of the range from 0 to 114 and its percentage 

range from 0 to 100. 
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I in proved Banana Sticker Coiist ra mt Score: 

In case of improved banana sticker constraint, the respondents contained 7 

probable constraints. Theretbre, the score of the improved sucker constraints &tced 

could range from 0 to 21 and percentage range (mm C) to 100 by usmg the general 

procedure as mentioned above. 0 indicating no constraint litcitig and 100 indicating 

'ery high constraint hìieing. 

Disease Constraint Score: 

hi case of disease constraint, the respondents contained 7 probable constraints. 

'therefore, the score of the improved sticker constraints tìtced could range from 0 to 

21 and percentage range from 0 It) 100 by using the general procedure as mentioned 

above, 0 indicating no constraint litcing and 100 indicating very high constraint 

hieing. 

:tgric nit ii ral Credit Consi ra iiit Score: 

In case of agricultural credit constraint, the respondeitts contained hO probable 

constraints. Therefore, the score of the improved sucker constraints faced could range 

from 0 10 30 and percentage range from 0 to lO() by using the general procedure as 

mentioned above. 0 indicating 110 constraint Eìtcing and 100 indicating very high 

constraint flicing. It niny be mentioned here that some banana growers kept aside 

because they did not take any agricultural credit. 

Field Ma nageulen I Constraint Score: 

In case of held management constraint, the respondents contained S probable 

constraints, therefore, the score of the improved sucker constraints fliced could range 

1 

	

	
from 0 to 24 and percentage range from 0 to 100 by using the general procedure as 

mentioned above. 0 indicating 110 constraint lacing and 100 indicating very high 

constraint facing. 

\Iarketiiig Constraint Score: 

In case oJ' marketing constraint, the respondents contained 0 probable 

constraints Therefore, the score of the improved sucker constraints faced could range 

from 0 to 18 and percentage range from 0 to 100 by using the general procedure as 

mentioned above. 0 i ndicatiilg no constraint lacing and I 00 indicating very high 

constraint facing. 
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	 Overall Constraint Score: 

An overall constraint Iiced score was computed for each grower by adding his 

problem confrontation scores olthe five aspects and convening it to percentage scores 

as stated above. So, the overall problem controntation scores of the range flow 0 to 

114 and its percentage range from 0 to 100. Here, 0 indicating no constraint Ilicing and 

100 indicating very high constraint hieing. This procedure is shown below 

Name of aspects 	 Scores range 

Improved Sucker Constraint 	 0 -  100 

Disease Constraint 	 0 -  100 

Agricultural Credit Constraint 	 0- 100 

I ield management Constraint 	 0 -  100 

Marketing Constraint Score 	 0 - 100 

Overall Constraint facing 	 - 	0 -  IOU 

a- 

Cftle2oIiza lion of t lie Respondents 

For describing the constraint facing of the banana growers, the respondents 

were classified into three categories, mainly low constraint, medium constraint and 

-1 	
high constraint on the basis of their overall constraint lacing score. 

Categories were also developed in respect of each of the selected 

characteristics for describing the characteristics of the respondents. Nature of the data 

and mode of categorization prevailing iii the social system guided the researcher in 

developing categories in respect of the selected characteristics. Procedures for 

categorization have been discussed while describing the grower's characteristics in 

chapter IV. 
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Statistical 'l'reat went 

Data collected from the respondents were complied, tabulated and analyzed in 

accordance with the objectives of the study The statistical measures used in 

describing the selected dependent and independent variables were frequency 

distribution, range, mean, percentage, standard deviation and rank order, tables and 

bar graphs were used in presenting data for clarification olunderstanding. 

In order to explore the relationships between the constraints of the growers 

and the selected independent variables, Co-efficient of correlation (r) was measured. 

Five percent (0.05) level of significance was used as a basis for rejecting any null 

hypothesis. To find out whether the computed value ot' 'r' was significantly large to 

reject null hypothesis, the computed value was compared with the table value of 'r'. 

a 
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-J 	 CHAPTER R/,  

RESU LTS AND I)ISCt ISSION 

Presented in this chapter are the findings of the study and interpretations of 

results This chapter is divided into three sections and presented according to the 

objectives of the study. 

Section I: Constrainis of the Growers in I3annna Cultivation. 

-1 	 Constraints in banana cultivation faced by the growers are the depended 

variable of this specific research work. This study refers to the extent of constraints 

laced by the in five selected aspects of banana cultivation namely. inproved banana 

sucker, disease, agricultural credit, Field management and marketing. For having a 

clear understanding of the overall constraints litced by the growers in banana 

cultivation, one needs to have an idea about their laced constraints in each of the live 

selected aspects. 

it is also necessary to have an idea about the comparative constraints Litcing of' 

the growers in the live selected aspects of banana cultivation. Constraints (aced by the 

growers in selected aspects of banana cultivation will be described in the first Live 

sections and the comparative constraints facing of the growers will be described in the 

sixth section. 

FW 
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-'6 
	 a) Constra jilts in Improved Banana Sticker: 

Improved banana sucker constraints lacing score were computed to measure 

the extent of constraints faced by the banana growers in improved banana suckers. 

The probable percentage scores of the respondents could range from 0 to 100. 

I lowever, the computed scores of the respondents ranged from 7 to 17 against 

possible range 01021 with a mean of 1208 and standard deviation of 2.275. Based on 

the computed scores. the banana growers were classified into three categories as 

shown in the IoIloving table (5) 
ley 

lablc 5. Classitication of tile banana growers according to their constraints 

facing in improved sucker 

Categories 	 Scores 	.lianana growers 
______ 	Number Percent 

Low constraints facing 	Up to 10 	14 

Medium constraints  facing 	II to 13 	19 	38 

High constraints facing 	Above 13 	17 	34 

Total 	 50 	100 

Mean Standard -. 
deviation 

12.08 	2.275 

Analysis of the data contained in table 5 indicates that the majority 38 percent 

of the banana growers had medium constraints facing compared to 34 percent having 

high constraints lacing and 28 percent respondents' Low constraints facing in 

improved sucker of banana. 

Improved sucker of banana is thought to be the effective bottleneck in getting 

probable returns. Availability of improved varieties, lack of knowledge and 

inadequate transport and its higher cost are the major constraints in improved sucker 

in the study. 
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.4 	 li) Constraints in I)isease: 

Constraints hieing score of disease were computed to measure the extent of 

constraints faced by the banana growers in banana field. The probable percentage 

scores of' the respondents could range from 0 to lOt). Zero indicating no constraints 

faced and 100 indicating very high constraints t'utciug. I lowevem', the computed scores 

of the respondents ranged from S to 17 against possible range 0 to 21 with a mean of 

13.14 and standard deviation of 2,356. l3ascd on the computed scores, the banana 

growers were classified into three categories as shown in the following table (6) 
-v 

Fable 6. Classification of the banana growers according to their constraints 

lacing in disease 

Categories 	 Scomes - 	Banana t&ro\sem 	Mean Standaid 

Number Percent ' 	deviation 

Low constraints facinu 	Up to to 	4 	- L 	S 

Medium constraints facini& 	1 ]to 14 	34 	as 	1.14 	2.356 

high constraints thcing 	j\bovc 14 -- 	12 	24 

50 	lCD 

Data furnished in above table 6 indicates that the majority 68 percent of the 

banana growers had medium constraints lacing compared to 2.1 percent having high 

constraints facing. Only S percent respondents low constraints lacing in disease of 

banana. 

Disease in banana field is a serious constraint ol' the growers. In Bangladesh, 

diseases of banana are Panama and Sigatoga become severe every year and they 

damage a large portion of the banana yield. Farmers do not have adequate knowledge 

[or how to control the disease caused by insects properly and when the control 

measures to he taken. They do not hay.., enough financial support to buy sufficient 

amnount ol' insecticides and sprayers. Thercfbre, steps should be taken to remove 

various constraints faced by the Ilirniers in respect o['disease 
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c) Constraints in Agricultural Credit: 

:\ [w numbers of growecs did not take any agucuttuval csetht. Rest of growecs 

constraints titcing scores in AgriculLural credit 'veic computed to measure the extent 

of constraints titced by the banana growers in banana field. The probable percentage 

scores of the respondents could range lltm 0 to 100. Zero indicating no constraints 

faced and 100 indicating very high constraints lhcing. However, the coniputed scores 

of the respondents among the growers which have taken agricultural credit ranged 

from S to IS against possible range 0 to 30 with a mean of 10.6 and standard deviation 

of 5.07. Based on the computed scores, the banana growers were classilied into four 

categories as shown in the followin" table (7) 

l'abtc 7. Classification of ilic banana growers according to heir constraints 

facing in agricultural credit 

Categories scores Banana growers - Mean Standard 
 deviation Number Percent 

Low constraints tuieint 	I to JO 

Med iuni constraints hieing 	I  I Ito 14 

'Hiuhi constraintstäcin 	jjove 14 

Did not take credit 	0 

Total  	I 

14 fl 	28 

lb 	32 

!3J 	26 	10.6 

 7 	14  

 50 	Li 9°  

5.07 

Data furnished in above table 7 indicates that the majority 32 percent of die 

banana growers had medium constraints fitcing compared to 26 percent having high 

constraints facing. 2$ percent respondent's low constraints hieing in agricultural 

credit and 14 percent growers (lid not take any agricultural credit in culLivation of 

banana. 

In the present study it was revealed that growers liKed a wide range of 

constraints in getting and tising credit for banana cultivation. Most of the growers of 

the study area were marginal or poor. So the giowcrs need necessary credit for this 

crop. The formalities followed by the bank in giving credit were considered as a 

hindrance to getting credit. Though a bank does not allow giving credit to the growers 

in more than one crop, so getting credit from the bank is remarkable constraint for the 

growers, especially lhr the marginal growers. More over. 2rowers could not use the 

credit properly for not getting the credit at the time of necd. 



d) Constraints iii Field Management: 

Constraints hieing scores in field management were computed LO measure the 

exLent of constraints laced by the banana growers in banana field. The probable 

peicenlage scoics of the iesponden(s could range ftom U to loft Zero indicating no 

constraints Ihced and 100 indicating very high constraints facing. Ilowever, the 

computed scores of the respondents ranged from 510 13 against possible lange 0 to 24 

with a mean of 9.6 and standard deviation of 1.884. Based on the computed scores, 

the banana growers were classified into three calegories as shown in the following 

table (8) 

Table 8. Classification of time banana growers according to their constraints 

flicing iii field nianagemnell t 

Categories 	 Scores [jpanagrowers Mean Standard 

Humber Percent I 	deviation 

I, Low constraints lacing 

Medium constraints facing 

I twit constraints tacilig 

Total 

Uptol 	-1 
StolL 	35 	WIT 9.6 	1.884 

Abovell 	S 	- 16 

50 1 100 

Data furnished in above table S indicates that the majority 70 percent of the 

banana growers had medium constraints hieing compared to 16 percent having high 

constraints facing. Only 14 percent respondents low constraints lacing in field 

1' 

	

	
inanagememit of banana. Due to inadequate suppiy of pover PLIUIPS. lailtire to repair 

the pumps in proper time, high cost of' irrigation machineries and diesel, high labour 

cost, flood and natural calamities etc. are tIme major constraints in respect of field 

management. Steps should, therefore, be tateit to remove these constraints. 

4 
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4 
	 e) Constraints in Marketing: 

constraints facing scores in Marketing were computed to measure the extent 

of constraints faced by the banana growers in banana field. The probable percentage 

scores of the respondents could range from 0 to lOG. Zero indicating no constraints 

thced and 100 indicating very high constraints facing. I lowever, the computed scores 

of the respondents ranged i'rom 4 to 10 against possible range U to IS with a mean of 

7.68 and standard deviation of I 57. Based on the computed scores, the banana 

growers were classitied into threc categories as shown in the following table (9) 

-C 

Table 9. Classification of the banana growers according to their constraints 

facing in marketing 

Scores - - Categories 

Low constraints facing - Up to S 

-- Medium constraints facing 6 to S 

High constraints facing Above S 

lanana growers 	Mean 	Standard 

Number Percent 	 deviation 

29 - 	58 	- 	7.68 	1.57 

iS 36 

50 100 

Data ftirnishcd in above table C) indicates that the majority 58 percent of the 

banana growers had medium constraints facing compared to 36 percent having high 

constraints facing. Only 6 perCent respondents low constraints facing in marketing of 

banana. Sonic regulations of marketing eliminated the middlemen and hindrances iii 

marketing this crop. In this study, it was revealed that lack of proper market price, 

lack of communication and transport facilities, storage management thcility etc. 

growers faced wide range of constraints in banana cultivation. in addition, the 

growers claimed that the selling price should rise as growing banana needs more 

money compared to other crops. 

S 
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.4 	
Comparative Constraints Facing of Growers in Five Selected Aspects of 

Ba nan a C nit ivat io ii: 

Comparative constraitits facing of glowers iii live selected aspects of banana 

culriwitioit were investigated in ihis piece of research. It was considered necessary to 

have an understandiril,  about the comparative constraints facing of the growers in 

these different aspects. namely improved banana sticker, disease, agricultural credit, 

field management and marketing. For purpose, a Constraint Facing Index (CR) was 

computed for each of the five aspects by using the following formula as used by 

Mansur (1989) and Ralta (1989). 

Constraint Facing Index (CFI) = P1  x I P x 2r Ph x 3 

Where, Pt = Percentage of growers having low constraint lacing 

P 0  = Percentage of growers having medium constraint lacing 

P1 	Percentage oL'growers having high constraint facing 

Constraint Facing Index (CII) for any one of the selected aspects could range 

from 100 to 300 where 100 indicated low constraint facing, 200 indicated medium 

Constraint huieing and 300 indicated high constraint facing. However. Constraint 

Facing Index for the tivc selected aspects of' banana cultivation ranged front 170 to 

230. Comparative pictures of the Uve selected aspects have been shown in table (10) 

on the basis of their Constraint Facing Index (Cli). 

Table 10. Rank order of five selected aspects of banana cultivation according to 

their CFI 

1- 

Aspects of banana cultivation 	Constraints hIwing index (CFI) 

Marketing  

7Sisease 	 216 

Improved sucker 

Field management 

Agricultural credit 

206 

202 

170 

4 

- 	S 

The CFI in the table 10 indicate's that the growers faced highest constraint in 

marketing (CFI = 230). This was followed by constraints in disease (0F12 16), 

improved banana sucker (CEI —  206), tield management ((FI 202) and agricultural 

credit (CFI— 170). 
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Extent of constraint facing of the growers in five selected aspects of banana 

cultivation has been diagrammatically shown in figure no. (1) 

250 
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Marketing 	Disease 	Improved sucker 	Field 	Agricultural 
management 	credit 

Aspects of banana cultivation 

Figure 1. Showing extent of constraint facing of the growers in five selected 

aspects in banana cultivation 

S 
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4 
	 Overall Constra juts l'aei uig in Banauia (uilt ivat ion 

The computed overall constraint facing scores of the growers ranged form 27 

to 68 against the possible range 0 io I 14. The average score was 53 3 and suindard 

deviation was 8.60. Overall constraint lacing scores were used to measure the 

relationships of the constraints titced by the growers in banana cultivation with their 

selected characteristics by measuring correlation coefficient (r). Based on the overall 

constraint facing scores, the growers were classified into three categories shown in the 

Ibilowing table II. 

Table ii. Classification of growers according to their overall constraints 

hieing in banana cultivation 

Categories 	 Scores 

Low constraints facing 	Up to 45 

Medium constraints facing 	46 to 60 

High constraints facing 	Above 60 

	

Banana growers 	Mean Standard 

Number Percent 	deviation 

S 

	

- 32 	04 	533 	8.60 

	

10 	20 

Total so 

The table 11 indicated that a majority (6:1 percent) of the growers faced 

medium constraints in banana cultivation while 20 percent of the growers faced high 

constraint. Comparatively few growers (JO percent) laced low constraints in banana 

cultivation. 

e 
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Distribution of the growers according to their overall constraint facing has been 

visually presented in fig. No. (2) 

70  

/ 
V 

60 	- 	- 	 - 	 -- 
/ 

/ 
-S 	

1 
-- 	 r 

2 

io/1 	_ 

Di 
Low constraints facing Metum constraints faong High constraints facing 

Categories 

Figure 2. Showing distribution of banana growers according to their overall 

constraint facing in banana cultivation 

It is a common observation that the greater is the constraint faced by an 

individual in any work, the lesser is his progress in that work. It is, therefore, likely 

that growers' constraints facing in banana cultivation will have adverse effect in their 

progress in banana cultivation as well as in agricultural production. The findings of 

this study indicate that only 16 percent growers face low constraints in banana 

cultivation. Average of the scores of' grower's constraint facing banana cultivation 

was medium (64 percent). But the highest proportion of the growers (84 percent) 

faced either medium or high level of constraints. These facts indicate that the desired 

level of banana production will not be achieved if the different constraints faced by 

the growers were not by the concerned authority. 
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Section II: Characteristics of the Growers 

Different person's posse's different characteristics. These characteristics of an 

individual determine his behaviour to a weal extent. The selected characteristics of 

the growers may be broadly divided into three categories. In it  single study, however, 

it is not possible to conduct investigation on all the characteristics included in the 

above three categories. Therefore, investigation was conducted with some selected 

characteristics of the growers for exploring the relationships with the constraints in 

banana cultivation. The selected characteristics were: age, education. liiniily size, 

knowledge in banana cultivation, farm size, area tinder banana cultivation, annual 

income, social participation and extension contact. •ftcse nine characteristics of the 

growers with their relationships to constraints in banana cultivation have been 

described in this chapter. Data collected ('toni the respondents were compiled, 

tabulated and analyzed for describing the characteristics. 

Table 12. Characteristics jwolile of the resondeuts 

FNS` 
Characte Measured 	Actual value 	Meati

o 	 by 	 ___________ value 
Minimum I Maximum 

01 	Age 	 Year 	 35 	85 	47.62 

02 	Education 	 Scoring 	0 	 IS 	8.02 

0--d Family members 	Number 	4 	1 	10 	6.44 

04 	Farm size 	 flectare 	0.146 	9.84 	1.32 

05 	Area 	under 	banana 1-lectare 	0.0202 	0. 183 	ff048 

cultivation 	 I 

06 	Annual income 	 Taka 	In 	22.34 	1890 	222.52 

thousand 

07 	Agricultural knowledge Scoring 	hO 	22 	17.1 

08 	Social participation 	I Scoring 	0 	 10 	214 

09 	Extension contact 	Scoring 	4 	 14 	9.06 
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Age of the respondents varied from 35 to 85 years, the average being 47.62 

years with standard deviation of 10.50. The respondents were classified into three 

categories on the basis of their age. 

'l'ahlc 13. Classification of the growers according to their age 

-4'  

4. 

I Age in \'cars 
Number I Percent  

lJpto40 	 IS 	30 

41 toSS 	 28 	( 	56 	47.62 	10.50 

Above55 	 7 	14 

— 	
50 	lOb  

Categories 

Young 

Middle-aged 

Old 

Total 

Mean 	Standard 
deviation 

Data furnished in table 13 indicate that 30 percent of the respondents were 

young as compared to 56 percent being middle aged and only 14 percent being old. 

Decision regarding the (arming practices in the study area is, therefore, expected to be 

3- 
	 considerably influenced by the middle aged growers. 

Ethical ion 

The level of education of the respondents ranged from 0-15. Here, the average 

educational score was 8.02 with a standard deviation of 4.02. On the basis of, their 

education, the growers were classified into ihur categories shown in table (14) 

Table 14. Classification of the growers according to their education 

...... .. .. Mean Standard 
deviation 

8.02 	4.02 

Categories 

No education 

Primary education 

[econdaeducation 

Above 	secondary 
I education 

Total 

L CVCI UL 	 L)CIUdt 

Education 	Nunit 

Unable to 	read 	C) 

and write  
Class L to V 	S 

ciassVltoX 	16 

Above class X 	20 

L__10 

' 	s' '' 
er Percent 

I 	12 

16 

32 
40 
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Data presented in the table 11 indicate that 12 percent the glowers were 

illiterate. to percent growers were primary educated, 32 percent growers were 

Secondary educated and 40 percent were above Secondary educated. 

Education helps the growers to obtain useful information about improved 

varieties and practices in agriculture, especially banana cultivation through reading 

leaflets, booklets, books and other printed materials in this case. The lindings of' this 

study, however, indicate that 12 percent of the growers had schooling, who is 

supposed to face a great difficulty in adopting improved practices of' banana 

cultivation. Such consideration indicates the need for improving literacy level among 

the growers for enhancing adoption of improved practices in banana cultivation. 

Family Size 

Family size of' the respondents ranged from 'I to 10 numbers with a mean of' 

0.44 and standard deviation of 1.39 On the basis of their family size, the growers were 

classitied into three categories as shown in table 15. 

't'able 15. Classifleation of growers according to their family size 

Categories 	 Family size - 
( Numbers) 

Small Family 	2 to 4 

Medium Family 	5 to7 	- 

I .arge Fami lv 
	

Above 7 

iota! 

4 

13a nana gl'OWerS 
	

Mean ¶ Standard 

Number 	Percent 
	

deviation - 

.16 4 644 1.39 

The table 15 reveals that a large proportion of banana growers (72 percent) 

belonged to the medium, nearly 26 percent growers were large family and only 2 

percent growers were small family. Banana cultivation is labour intensive and time 

consuming. 'l'he findings indicate that more than 98 percent of the growers having 

medium to large family size. it is likely that large families will have adequate family 

labour to meet labour requirement for banana cultivation. 
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Earns Size 

Farm size of the respondents ranged from 0. 146 heclare 9.84 hectare with a 

mean of I 32 and standard deviation of 1.9. On the basis of their farm size, the 

growers were classified into three categories as shown intable 16. 

Table 16. Classification of growers according to their farm siLe 

- Categories 

Small farm - 

Medium t'arni 

Large thrm 

LTOLZLI 

Farm size in Banana wowersfcan 7  Standard 

ha) 	N umber PerqJ 	deviation 

Below 	 23 	46 

LAbm 

2 	 24 	4Ffl 1.32 	1.49 

e2 	- 3 	6 

	

50 	100 
 

Data presented in the table 16 shov that highest proportion (48 percent) of the 

growers had medium farm compared 10 46 percent having small farm and only 6 

percent had large latin. The tindiugs indicate that 54 percent of the lanana growers 

had medium to large farm size. In order to have a reasonable standard of living and 

increasing banana production, the growers must adopt improved pactices which 

could be followed by the fellow growers and it can be achieved with the help of 

developing knowledge and skill of the banana growers. 

A rca tinder Bana via Cviltiva I ion: 

Area under banana cultivation scores of the respondents varied from 0 0202 to 

0. 183 heetares with a mean oF 0.048 and standaid deviatiuit oF 0.03008. On the basis 

of the area tinder banana cultivation the growers were classiFied into the following 

categories. 

Table 17. Classification of growers according to their area tinder banana 

cultivation 

[ëategorfes 	I! Aea in (ha) - 	Banana growers 	Mean 	Standard 

___ --
Number Percent 	deviation 

Small area 	Up to 0.0405 	 3-1 	68 

Medium area 	0.0406 to 0.0810 	13 	26 	0.048 	0.03008 

Large area 	Above 0.0810 	 3 	6 

Total 
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Data shown in the table 17 revealed that most of the growers (OS percent) 

allotted small area for banana cultivation followed by medium area (26 percent) and 

lig area (only 6 percent). 

:\I)I%Iial Income 

Annual income of the growers ranged form 22340 to 1890000 taka. The mean 

was 222520 taka and standard deviation was 309.905. On the basis of annual income, 

the respondents were categoriLed into three groups as shown in table IS. 

Table 18. Classification of banana growers according to their animal 

income 

Categories 	Annual income 	l3anana growers 	Mean Standard 

___________ (taka_in_thousand) 	Number Percent I 	deviation 

Low income 	tIp to 120 	 lb 	32 

Mediuni income 	121 to 250 	j 	27 	s4 	222.5 	309.905 

1*41) inCOme - 	Above 250 	 7 	1-4 	
2 

IOU 

Data presented in a table IS that the highest proportion (54 percent) of the 

3 

	

	
respondents had medium income that was followed by low (32 percent) and high ( 14 

percent) income earners Generally higher income gives an individual better status in 

the society. 

Agriculinral Knowledge of Banana Cultivation: 

Computed scores of the Growers about agricultural knowledge ranged from 10 

to 22 with a mean of 17.1 and standard deviation o125892. On the basis of 

agricultural knowledge of the respondents were ciassilied into three categories as 

follows in table 19: 

Table 19. Classification of banana growers according to their agricultural 

knowledge of banana cultivation 

[ 	Categories 	Scores ana growers 	5indard 

Nurnbcr 	Percent 	 deviation 

Poor knowledge 	0 to 15 	12 	24 

Moderate knowledge 	lb to 20 	32 	64 	171 	2.5992 

Nigh knowledge 	Above 20 	6 	12 

Total 	 - 	50 	100 
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4'  

Data contained in table 19 show that most of glowers (04 percent) had a 

moderate knowledge to poor knowledge (24 percent) in banana cultivation as 

compared (only 12 percent) having high knowledge respectively. 

One may apprehend that banana cultivation will suffer badly it' elThctivc steps 

are not taken to improve the knowledge and skill ot the growers in different aspects of 

banana CLI It i vation. 

Social l'arl icination 
-t 

The social participation scores of the respondents ranged from 0 to 10. 1'he 

average score was 2.14 with a standard deviation o12,2709; the respondents were 

classiicd into the (olloWitig four eMegovies as shovvn in tabk 20. 

Table 20. (:lassiric:ition of the banana growers acconlitig to their 

social participation 

Categories 	 Scores 	Latna_growers 	Mean - standard T 
Number Percent i 	deviation 

No participation 	 0 	 7 	14 

I.ow participation 	 I to 2 	33 	bô 
214 	22769 

Medium participation 	3 to 5 	4 	8 

hh participation 	 Above 5 ig 	6 	12 

-- 	Total  	- 	50 	tOO 

Data presented in table 20 indicate that most of the growers (Ob percent) of the 

respondents had low participation against Ii percent of t lie respondents who did not 

participate 01 any social organizatiOn. 8 percent had medium and 12 percent had higil 

participation in social organizations. 

Participation in different organization helps to knox' his position better. It also 

helps bin to know the improved practices and oilier new ideas relating to different 

agrictilttiral aspects. Social participation may. therefore, enable the growers to cope 

with their constraints in banana cultivation etThctively. The findings of this study 

indicate that a large proportion (66 percent) of the growers had low participation in 

orgztnii.at ion and 14 percent had no participation at all. 

-t 
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Extension Contact 

Computed extension contact ranged ftoni 4 to 4with an average of 9.06 and 

standard deviation of 2.3596. Based on the extension contact scores. the respondents 

were classified into the cluce categories shown in table (2 1 ) 

Table 21. Classification of the banana growers according to their extension 

contact 

Categories 

Low extension contact 

Medium extension contact 

Scores 	L Banana 
Number 

Upto7 	12 

StolO 	27 

Standard 
deviation 

24 

54 	9.06 	2.3596 

Iligh extension contact - 	Above 10 	11 	22 	 1 
SOt Jon  

Data presented in table 21 indicate the highest proportion (54) of the growers 

had medium extension contact followed by low extension contact (24 percent) and 

high extension contact (22 percent) 

Frequent and timely extension contact increase glowers knowledge, skills and 

abilities regarding various aspects of crop production But the findings indicates that 

almost one fourth (24 percent) of the respondents had low extension contact. It is 

necessary to find out the reasons for such low extension contact so that steps might be 

taken to improve the situation. 

Section lii: Relationship of the Selected Characteristics of the Growers with 

their Constraints hieing in Banana Cultivation 

Co-efficient of correlation was computed in order to explore the relationship 

between the selected characteristics of the banana growers and their constraints 

facing. As a rough and ready guide to the meaning of' (r)' the table (22) offers a 

descriptive interpretation. 

Table 22. The values of (r)' and their corresponding meaning 

'(r)' value 	Meaning  

0.00 to 0.19 	 a very low correlation 

0.20 to 0.39 J_a low correlation 	- 

0.40 to 0.69 	 a moderate correlation - 
0 70 to 0.89 	 a high correlation 

0.60 to 0.00 	 a very high correlation  

Source: Choen and Holliday. 1982 
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4 	
The coniputecl values of Co-citcient of correlation (O'  showing the 

relationship of nine characteristics of the growers with their ttced constraints in 

banana cultivation have been presented table (23) 

'l'able 23. Results of the correlation analysis between the selected characteristics 

(independent variables) of the growers and their faced constraints in 

banana cultivation (dependent variables) 

Selected Faced constraints (Dependent variable and computed value of 'i') 

characteristics 1 
(Independent I Improved  I  Disease 	Agri- 	Field 	Marketing 	Overall 

1- 	 variables) 	sticker 	 cultural 	manage 
credit 	nient 

.0.024"-0.064"' -0.165 -0.183" -0.029"' 07,66 

-0.277' T0.236 -. -0.095" 	0176" 
	

-0.304' 	-0.287' 

0.00l6 	OOlg  NI 	-0.164 
	

ooas"s 	-0.051 

-0.379" 	-0.317' 	-0.453" 	-0.201 NS 
	

0.334* 	-0.559" 

-0.064' 	-0.066" 	0267" 	0.172' 
	

-0.308' 	0.104 US  

.0396" - -0.283' 	-0.565" 	-0.124" 	-0.349' 	-0.606" 

0213 NS 	-0.276' 	-0.181 s 	0117 N5 	 -0.324' 

-U.3fb' 
	 gp,* 	-fl 14fl5 	-0227" 

	
-0.419" 

o039" 
	

0.04 	0.423"1 -0.276' 	0 

.31 2.j 

Age 

Education 

Faintly size 

Farm size 

Area under 
banana 

cultivation 
Ilk 

Annual income 

Agricultural 
knowledge of 

banana 
cultivation 

Social 
JEt rticipation 

A 
	

Extension 
contact 

LLICI 	Table value '(r)' with (50-2)-48 degrees of freedom 

(LOS Level - 	0.2732   

0.01 Level  	0.3541 

101 Level 	0.4433  

* 	Significant at 0.05 level of probability 

Significant at 0.01 level of probability 

SigniFicant at 0001 level of probability 

NS- Not significant 
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A) Relationship between Age of the Growers and their Constraints Facing in 

Banana Cultivation 

The relationship beteen age of the groers and their fliced constraints (e.,,. 

improved banana sucker. Disease. Agricultural credit. Field management and 

Marketing) in banana cultivation was examined by using following null hypothesis 

"There is no relationship between age of the growers and their ñtced constraints in 

banana cut ti vat ion' 

I) Relationship between Age of (lie Growers and Constraints of Improved 

Bait a ii a S ticker in Ban a nit Cult iva I io ii 

Computed value of the coefficient or correlation between age of the growers 

and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana cultivation was Ibund to be 

-0024 as shown in table 23. The tbltowing observalion on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very tow. Thirdly, the computed value of 

'r' ('r'= -0.024) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at (LOS level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was not significant. 

Rased on the above findings, the ntilt hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no signi ticant relationship between 

age of the growers and consuasflts of improved banana sueLer in banana cuStivation. 

2) Relationship between Age of the Growers and Constraints of t)isease in 

Ba ii aim C tilt iva I ion 

Computed value of the cueflicient of correlaiJon between age of the growers 

and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was ibuncI to be -0.064 as shown in 

table 23 The Following observation on the basis computed value r 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the vanables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. 'ihirdly, the computed value of 

r' (sr' -0.064) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'=0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Tiutis, statistically 

flue relationship was not significant. 
4- 



4. 	 Based on the above findings. the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no signi licant iehitionsliii, between 

age of the growers and constraints ofdisease in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Age of the Growers and Constraints of Agricultural 

Credit in Banana Ctihi:aIion 

Computed value of  the coefficient of correlation between age of the growers 

and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation was fowid to be -0.105 as 

shown in table 23. 'l'lie following observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, ( lie i'elationsIiil) was very low. Thin! lv, the computed value of 

'r' ('r' -0.165) was lound to be smaller than the table value ('r0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thu,statisticallv 

(lie relationship was not significa ut. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investiga(or concluded that there was no signilicant relationship between 

age of the growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Age of the Growers ;tii(l Constraints of Field 

i anageunent in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the eoethcicnl of correlat ion hetwcen age of the growers 

and constraints of field management in banana cultivation was found to be -0. I 83 as 

shown in table 23. The lbllowinu observation on the basis computed value r' 

Firstly, a negative relatioiisbij) was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. ihirtily, the computed value of 

r' 	r' -0.183) was found to be smaller than the table value (' r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus. statistically 

the concerned variables were independent i.e. age of the growers had 110 

significant relationship with their faced constraints field management in 

banana cultivation. 

Based on the above lindings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

henm the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

age of the growers and constraints ot' held ;imnagennent in banana cultivation 

4 
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5) Relationship between Age of the Growers and Constraints of Marketing 

in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of tile coefficient of correlation between age of the growers 

and constraints OF marketing in banana cultivation was lound to be -0.029 as shown 

in table 23. The following observation on the basis coinpuied value 

l'rrstly, a negative relationship was founct to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. lhirdlv. the computed value of 

4 	 r' (6  r'= -0.029) was lounti to be smaller,  than the table value (r1=0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. ihus. statistically 

the concerned variables were independent i.e. age of the growers had no 

significant relationship with their faced constraints of marketing in 

ba 118118 cultivation. 

Based on the above hod 1125. the null lwpothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

age of the growers and constraints ol' marketing in banana cultivation 

S. 	 6) Relationship between 	 r Age of the Growes and Overall Constraints in 

Banana Cultivation 

Computed value ol'the coefficient of correlation between age of' the growers 

and overall constraints in banana cultival ion was found to be -0. 166 as silowIl in table 

23. The following observation on the basis computed value •r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

1 	 Secondly, the relationship was %,cry low. 'Ihirdly, (lie coiiiptited value at 

r' ('r' -0.166) was found to be smaller than the table value (' r'=0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of Freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was not significant. 

Based on the above Jinclings, The null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

age ot' the growers and overal) constraints in banana cultivation 

Ir 
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13) Relationship between Education of the Grom ers and their Constraints 

Facing in Banana Cultivation 

The relationship between education of the glowers and their faced constraints 

(e.g. improved banana sucker. Disease, Agricultural credit, Field management and 

Marketing) in banana cultivation was examined by using ('ollowing null hypothesis 

"l'here is no relationship between education of the growers and their [heed constraints 

in banana CUII1VaIIOI1 

4 	 I) Relationship between Education of the Growers and Constraints of 

Improved Banana Sticker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between education of the 

growers and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana cultivation was found 

to be -0.277 as shown in table 23 The following observation on the basis computed 

value 'F'  

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, (he relationship was low. Thirdlv, the computed value of 'I.'  

(' r'= -0.277) was found to be larger than the table value rr'0.2732 ) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was sign ifican I at 0.05 level. 

l3ased on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was signiticant negative relationship between 

education of the glowers and consLrailtts of improved banana sucker in banana 

CLJ]ti\qlti011.  

2) Relationship between Education of t he Growers and Constraints of 

Disease in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between education of the 

growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was found to be -0.286 as 

shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly. a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, t lie relationship was low. Thirdly, the Computed value of 'i" 

('i'' = -0.286) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at (LOS level of probability. TItus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level, 
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Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

inve.stigator concluded that there was signi licant netzative relationship between 

education of the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation. 

Relationship l)Ct\veeII Education of the Growers and Constraints of 

Agricultural Credit in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient Of cunctation between education Of the 

growers and constraints ot'agricultural credit in barnum cultivation was found to be 

-0095 as ShOWn in table 23 The following observation on the basis computed value 

'I' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low, thirdly. the computed value of 

r' ( r'= -0.095) was found to be smaller than the table value ( r'=0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant. 

Based on the above findings,the null hypothesis COLIId tiot be rejected and 

hence, the investiQator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

education of the growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Education of the Growers and Coi.strain is of 

l:ield M aitagemen t in Bana an Cti Is ivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation heiween education or the 

growers and constraints Or field management in mi ia ia cultivation was found to be 

0 176 as shown in table 23 The following observation on the basis computed value r' 

Fii•stly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the rclat ionsh ip was vet'v low. Clii irdlv, the coml)uted value of 

'r' (r'r 0.176) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probtbihity. TItus, statistically 

the relationship was no sign ifica itt. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was to signiFicant relationship between 

education of the gro\'ers and constraints of field management in banana cultivation 
'p 
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5) Relationship between Education of the Growers and Constraints of 

Marketing in Baii an a C tilt iva t ion 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between education of the 

growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation was found to be -0.304 as 

shown in table 23. The following obsenation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relatiOlisliif) was low. liiirdly. the computed value of' 

('r'= -0.304) was found to be larger than the table value (r'=0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between 

education of the growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation 

4) Relationship between Ediccatioui of the Growers acid Overall Constraints iii 

Ba na cia Cti Itivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between education 01 the 

growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be -0.287 as shown 

in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. 'lhirdlv, the computed value of ' 

(' r'= -0.287) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between 

education of the urowers and overall constraints in banana cultivation, 
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C:) IteIationslli{) between htinrly Size of the Growers and their Constraints 

Fad n g in Ba tnt via Cavil iva lion 

The relationship between Utmity size of he growers and their theed constraints 

(e.g. unproved banana sucker, Disease. Agricultura I credi. Field nianagemera and 

Marketing) iii banana cultivation was examined by using following null hypothesis 

"There is no relationship between tarnily size ot' the growers and their fliced 

constraints in banana cult i van oii 

I) 	Relationship between Family Size of the Growers and Constraints of 

4 	 mt proved Banana Stacker in Banana Cu Iti'at ion 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between family size ol' the 

growers and constraints ol improved banana sticker in banana cultivation was found 

to be 0.0016 as shown in table 21 The Ibliowing observation on the basis computed 

value r 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found 10 exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. ihirdly, the computed value of 

r' (' t' 0.0016) was fotivitl to be smaller I Iran the table value ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

Family size of the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana 

cultivation. 

2) 	Relationship between Family Size of the Growers and Constraints of 

Disease in Banana (:ultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between family size of the 

urowers and constraints of disease ut banana cultivation was found to be -0.019 as 

shown in table 23. The following observation on I he basis computed value 

Firstly. a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly. the eoIIIi)tItC(l value of 

-0.019) was found to be smaller than the table vltie (' r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of prob:ibiiity. Thus, statistically 

he relationship was no sign t (ic:t nt. 
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Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

Qiniily size of the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation 

Relationship between Family Size of the Growers and Constraints of 

.'gi'icii Ru nil Cml it in lianaita Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of coiTelation bctween fiiniilv size of,  the 

growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation was lound to be 

-0. 164 as shown in table 23 The Ibliowing observation on the basis computed value 

l:ii.sth, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. 'Ihirdly, the computed value of 

'r' (sr' -0.164) was found to be smaller than the table value (r'-41.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. TItus. statistically 

lie relationship was no significaiit. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded Iliac there was no significant relationship between 

family size at' the growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation 

Relationship between Family' SiLe of the (;u-owers and Constraints of 

Field M;tnagement in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coellieient of correlation between family size of the 

giowcrs and constraints of field management in banana cultivation was tound to be 

ft 102 as shown in table 23 The following observation on the basis computed value 

) 	 Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. •l'hinlly. the computed value of 

'r' (' r'= 0.162) was Ibtind to be smaller (hail file table value ('i•' =0.2732) 

with 43 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was 110 signiFicant. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis COUICI not be rejected and 

hence. the investigator concluded that there was no signi licant relationship between 

family size of the growers and constraints of held nianai.&emcnt in banana cultivation. 

'0 
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a 	5) 	Relationship between hiiii II) Size of the Growers and C.oustraiiits of 

\I a rhet Jig 111 Ban a ii:t Cu It isa t ion 

Computed value of the coeflicicut 01 correlation between flinii ly size of the 

growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation was lound to be -O 085 as 

shown in table 23. The Ihltowing observation on the basis computed value r' 

l'irstly, a negative relationship was found to exist betweenthe variables. 

Secondly 1  the relationship was very low. Ihirdly. (lie computed value of 

r' ( s•'= -0.035) was found to be smaller than the table value ( r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. l'lius, statistically 

lie relationship was no Sign thea sit. 

l3ased on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the invesugator conducted that there was no signilicant relationship between 

family size of the growers and cons iaiuts of niarkenng in banana cuhivation. 

6) 	Relationship between Family Size of the Growers and overall 

Constraints in Banana Cultisation 

Computed value of the coefficient Of correlation between faini ly size of the 

growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be -0.051 as shown 

in table 25. The following observation on Lite basis coniputed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, (lie relationship was very low. Thirdly, the comptiteti value of 

1'' Cr'a -0.051) was 10(111(1 to be smaller (haui the table value (*r' 0.2732 ) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. •I'litis, statistically 

the relationship was no signi fleant. 

Based on the above lindings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

family size of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation 

10 
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.4 	 D) Relationship between Farm Size of the (ron en and their Constraints 

Facing in Banana Cull iv;utioiu 

The relationship between farm si?C of the growers and their tiieed constraints 

(e.g. improved banana sucker. I)isease. Agricultural credit, Field nianagelnent and 

Marketing) in banana cultivation was examined by using lollowing null hypothesis 

lhere is no relationship between Ilirin size of the growers and their faced constraints 

in banana cultivation" 

I ) 	Relationship between Farm Size of the (;rowers ;itid Constraints of 
'S 

I in p roved Banana Sucker in Banana ('tilt iva (ion 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between tiuni size of the 

giowers and constraints of i ITiproVed banana sucker in banana cultivation was found 

to be -0.379 as shown in table 23 The following observation on the basis computed 

'altie 'I.  

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between (lie variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. 'Fhirdly, the computed value of 'r' 

('r'= -0.379) was found to be larger tliztn (lie table value ('r'-0.3541) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.01 level of probability, thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at (LOl level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hvpol hesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between turin 

size of the growers and constraints ol' improved banana sucker in banana cultivation. 

2) 	Relationship between Farm Size of the C rowers and Cons( raints of 
I. 

Disease in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient ol' correlation between farm size of the 

growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was lound to be -0.3 I 7 as 

shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was [01111(1 to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. lhinlly. the computed value of ' 

-0.317) Was found to be larger' than the table value (r'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. 'Ehuus, statistically the 

D 	
relationship was significant at (LOS level. 



Based on the above firidiinis, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, tile 
4 	

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship    between ltrni 

size ofilie growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Farm Size of the Growers and Constraints of 

Agricultural Credit in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient Of correlation between f'ai'iu size of the 

growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation was found to be 

4453 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, it negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was modest. ihirdly, the computed value of 

('r' -0.453) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'0.4433) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.001 level of probabili(y. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.001 level. 

Based on the above findings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, tl1e 

investigator concluded that. there was significant negative relationship between farni 

size of the rowcrs and constraints u agricultural credit in banana cultivation 

Itelationship between Farm Size of the Growers and Constraints of Field 

Management in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient at' correlation between thrni size of the 

growers and constraints 01' field nianageinent in banana cultivation was I'ound to be 

-0201 as shown in table 23. i'hic following observation on the basis computcd value 

"S. 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variabks. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Thirdly, the computed value of 

(r' -0.201) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant. 

Based on the above tindings. the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no signi licani relationship between 

Latin size of the growers and constraints ot' lickS nianageinent in banana cultivation. 
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5) 	Relationship between Farm Size of the Growers and Constraints of 

:J a rket in g in Ba nun a (:ul twa tio ii 

Computed value of ihe coellicieni of correlation between flirni size of the 

wowers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation was found to be 4334 as 

shown in table 23. The IblIowini observation on the basis computed value r 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the varial)lCS. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Thirdly, the computed value of r' 

('r'= -0.334) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'-0.2732) with 

45 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of prol)abilitv. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings. Ihe mill hypothesis was rejecLed and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between (Itrin 

size of the growers and constraints of marketing in banana ctthivanon. 

6) 	Relationship between Farm Size of the Growers and Overall Constraints 

in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value ol' the coefficient of correlation between farm size of the 

growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be -0.539 as shown 

in table 23 The Ibilowing observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was modest. Thirdly. I he computed value of •r' 

(r' -0.559) was found to be larger than the table value ( 4r'0.4433) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.001 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.001 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between farm 

size of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivationS 
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E) Relationship between Area under Banana Cultivation and their 
'I' 

CouNt rain ts Fac I rig in Banana ('tilt iv all on 

The relationship between area under banana cultivation and their liteed 

constraints (e.g improved banana sticker. Disease. Agricultural credit, Field 

management and Marketing) in banana cultivation was exanitred by using lollowing 

null hypothesis "There is no relationship between area under banana cultivation and 

their faced constraints in banana cultivation" 

Relationship between Area under Banana Cidtivation and Constraints of 

3 
	 liii proved Banana Sucker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coeluicieni ol' correlation between area under banana 

cultivation and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana cultivation was 

found to be -0.06$ as shown in table 21 The followinu observation on the basis 

computed value •r 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, tire relationship was very lt,s . Third ft. tire computed value of 

r' (' r'-= -0.064) was found to be smaller than (lie table value (sr =0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. i'liirs, statistically 

the relationship was no sign ilica at. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significauL relationship between 

area under banana cultivation and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana 

cultivation. 

Rd at ion sir iii between A rca under Banana Cultivation a 11(1 Constraint s of 

[)iseasc in Ba ira ira Cult iva I io in 
If 

	

	
Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between area under banana 

cultivation and constraints ol' disease in banana cultivation was found 10 be -0.066 as 

shown in table 23 The lollowing observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between tire variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly, the computed value of 

r' ('r' -0.066) was found to be smaller tliaii tire table value (' r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

he relat ions hi p was no significant. 
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Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relatiOIlSllif) between 

area under banana cii Itivat ion 811(1 constrat ills of ci iscase in banana Cultivation 

Relationship between Area under Banana Cultivation and Constraints of 

Agricultural Credit in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between area under banana 

cultivation and constrainis of agricultural credit in banana cultivation was found to be 

0.267 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Tb i rdly, the corn pitted value of 

(Sr' 0.267) was found to be smaller than (lie table value ('r'=0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of prol);ilnhtv. thus, statistically the 

relationship was no significant. 

Based on the above tindings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no signilicant relationship between 

area under banana Cultivation and constraints ol' auri cultural credit in banana 

Cultivation,  

Rela tioush i P  between Area u rider Ba naiia Cultivation and Constrai rits of 

Field Ma atage at en t in Bait an a Cu It fta t io ii 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation ber ween area under banana 

cultivation and constraints of field management in banana cultivation was found to be 

O. 172 as shown in table 23. the following observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly. the relationship was very low. 'l'hird lv, the computed value of 

r' (' r' 0.172) was found to be smaller than the table value (' r'=O.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Titus, statistically 

lie relationship was no sign ifica nt. 

Based on the above tindings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

area under banana cultivation and constraints of field nianageinent in banana 

Cultivation 
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ltehttionsliip between Area under Banana Cultivation and (:onstiaiils of 

i\iarketiiig in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between area under banana 

cultivation and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation was Ibund to be -0.308 

as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Ihirdly, (lie corsiptited value of 

('r'= -0.308) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'=0.2732) with 
.4 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was signilicant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above lindings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence. the 

inestigator concluded that there was signi licaiit relationship between area under 

banana cultivation and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation 

Itelatioush ip between Area under Banana (tilt ivat ion and Overall 

(onstraints in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of coitelatiun between area under banana 

cultivation and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be 0.104 as 

shown in table 23 The Ibllowing observation on the basis computed value r' 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exiSt between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly. the coin l)tItt'(l value of 

r' (' r'= 0.104) was found to be smaller (han (lie table value ('r'0.2732) 

IVL 	 with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship wns 110 SI" iii flea itt. 

l3ased on the above Jindinzs. the null Jivpothesis could not be rejected and 

hence. the investigator concluded that there was no signilicant relationship between 

area tinder banana cultivation and overall constraints in banana cultivation. 

-q. 
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F) 	Relationship between Annual Income of the C rowe rs and tliei I.  

Constraints Facing in Banana Cultivation 

The relationship between annual income of the grOwers and their laced 

constraints (e.g. intpi'ovc(l banana sucker. Disease. Agricultural credit. 1 icld 

management and Marketing) in banana cultivation was exam i ted by using [blowing 

mill hypothesis Therc is no relationship between a itnual income of the growers 1111(1 

t heir faced constraints in banana cull i vat iou' 

I) 	Relationship between Annual Income of the Growers and Constraints of 

4 	 Improved Banana Stacker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coeluucient of correlation between annual income of the 

growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana cultivation was found 

to be -0398 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed 

value r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was lotund to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Thirdly, the computed value of 

('r'= -0.398) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'=0.354 I ) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.01 level of probability. Thtis, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0_0I level. 

Based on the above tindings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between annual 

income of the (,rowers and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana 

cu It i vat ioi i. 

2) 	Relationship between Annual  I nconie oF t he Growers a 11(1 Cons I raints of 

Disease in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between annual income ol the 

growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was found to be -0.283 as 

shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis compLited value r 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. 1hirdlv, rIte computed value of 'iS'  

(' r' -0.283) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. 1hus, statistically the 

relat io risli ip was sign ifica rut at 0.05 level. 
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Based on the above tindings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was sign! hcant negative relationship between annual 

income of the growers and constraints ol disease in banana cull ivation. 

Relationship between Annual income of i he Growers and Constraints of 

Agricultural credit in Banana Cult nation 

c:oniputcd value of the coellicient of correlation between annual ilicOrile of the 

growers and constraints otagricultural credit in banana cultivation was Ibund to be 

4565 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

a 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was modest. l'hirdlv. the computed value of 'i.' 

-0,565) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'=0.4433) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.001 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.001 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded 1haL there was significant negative relationship between annual 

410. 	 income and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Annual Income of the Growers and Constraints of 

Field Management in Banana Cult intl ion 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between annual income ol the 

growers and constraints of Field management in banana cultivation was found to be 

-0. 124 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

'4- 	
I' mrstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between tIle variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. l'hirdly, the computed value of 

r' (r'= -0. I 24) was found to be smaller than the table value ( r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was ito significant. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence. the investigator concluded that there was no signiticant relationship between 

annual income of the growers and constraints of held management in banana 

cu Iti 'at ion 
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Relationship between Annual Income of' the (,rOWCrS and Constraints of 

)1a1-letiug in Hz ciaula Ciultivatum 

Computed value of the coelttc.icnt of correlation between annual income of the 

grower's banana cultivation and constraints oF niurketing in banana cull ivatioui was 

lound to be -0.349 as shown iii table 23 The lollowinu observation on the basis 

computed value r' 

FirstI, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

4 	 Secondly, (lie relationship was low. Thirdly. flue computed value of r' 

('r'  -0.349) was found to be larger than the table value (r"-0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that Ucre was signiflcant negative relationship between annual 

income of the growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation 

Relationship between Annual Income of Ilse Growers and Overall 

c 	 Constraints iii Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlal ion between annual income of the 

growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be -0606 as shown 

in table 23. The following observation on Lite basis coniputed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was modest Thirdly. the computed value of' l' 

S 	 ('r'— -0.606) was found to be larger I han the (able value ( r'—O.4433) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.001 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was signilicatit at 0.001 level. 

Based on the above Jmnclings. I lie null hypothesis was ; ejected n;d hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was signi licant negative relationship between annual 

income of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation. 
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C) 	Relationship between Agricultural Knowledge of Ilie Growers and their 

Constraints Facing in Banana Cultivation 

The relationship between aw'icultural knowledge of the growers and their 

titced constraints (e.g. improved banana sucker, Disease, Agricultural credit. Field 

management and Marketing) in banana cultivation was examined by using following 

null iiypol liesis 'rIiere is no relationship between agricultural knowledge of' the 

growers and their faced constraints in banana cult vat ion 

	

I) 	Relationship between Agricultural Knowledge of the Growers and 

46 	 (;onstraints of Improved Banana Sucker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value or the coefficient of cot relation between agricultural 

knowledge of the growers and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana 

cultivation was found to be -O 2 I 3 as shown in table 23 [he following observation on 

the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was loss . 'Uk i rd lv. (lie computed value of - 

-0.213) was Found 10 be smaller than (lie table value (' r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of Freedom at 0.05 level of probability. 'Ihus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

agricultural knowledge of the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in 

banana cultivation. 

	

2) 	Relationship between Agricultural Knowledge of the Growers and 

constraints of E)isease iii Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient or correlation between agricultural 

knowledge of the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was found 

to be -0.276 as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis coniputecl 

value 

Firs(ly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondis. the relationship was very low. 'lhirdly. the computed value of 

'r' ('r'= -0.276) was found to be larger than the table value ('i 1 0.2732) 

%vith 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Tb us, statistically 

the relationship was significant at (LOS level. 
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Based on the above tindings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator COTICILKIC(l that there was signiFicant negative relationship between 

agricultural knowledge of the growers and constraints of disease in banana 

cultivation 

Relat mush i p between Agricult it ral K iiowledge oft lie Growe is and 

Constraints of Agt'ictiltui'aI Credit in Banana Cullivation 

('omputed value of the coeticient of' correlation between agricultural 

knowledge of the growers and constraints of auricultural credit in banana cultivation 

-À 	 was found to be -0.131 as shown in table 23 The Ibliowing observation on the basis 

computed value r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was fOIiiI1 to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. thirdly, the computed value of 

r' (b  r'— -0.18 I ) was found to be smaller than the table value ( r'0.4433) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. titus, statistically 

the relationship was HO sigiiuiieaiit at 0.05 level. 

Based on Ilic above tindings, the null hvpol hesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship between 

agricultural knowled(,e and constraints o ['agricultural credit in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Agilcultural Knowledge of tile Growers and 

Constraints of Field Management in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between agricultural 

knowledge of the growers and constraints of field management in banana cultivation 

was lound to be 0. Ii 7as shown in table 23 The tölhoing observation on the basis 

computed value 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was s'ery how. Thirdly, the computed value of 

'r' ('r'= 0.117) was found to be smaller than the table value (' r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. 'Ilitis, statistically 

the relationship was no significant. 

Based on I lie above Undings. I lie ntill hypothesis cot Id not be rejected and 

hence, i lie investigator concluded that there was nu signi hicant relationship between 

agricultural knowledge of the growers and constraints of held management in banana 

cultivation. 
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Relatiotisitip between Agricultural iCuowledge of the Growers and 

constraints of 1iarketing in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between agriculwral 

knowledge of the grower's banana cultivation and constraints 01 marketing in banana 

cultivation was found to be -0.318 as shown in table 23 The following observation on 

the basis computed value r' 

First lv a negative relationship was Ion tul to exist between t he vari:i bles. 
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	 Secondly, the relationship was low. Thirdly. the computed value of 'r' 

(' r'= -0.318) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at (LOS level. 

Based on the above findings, the mu I hypol liesis was rejected and hence. the 

I nvestivator concluded that there was significant na&at I ye relationship up bet \VCCl) 

agrictiltural knowledtw of the growers and consvaiffls ot' marketing in banana 

cultivation. 

Relationship between Agricultural Knowledge of the Growers and 

Overall Constrai ii ts in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between agricultural 

knowledge at the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was tbuuid to 

be -o .32'l as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed 

value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was lound to exist between the variables. 
& 	

Secondly, the relationship was low. 'liii rdly. t he computed value of r' 

('r'= -0.324) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'0.2732) with, 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. l'hus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between 

agricultural knowledge of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation. 
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II) 	I(ela ionsh ip between Social t'articipa tion of the Growers and their 

Constraints Facing in Banana Cultivation 

The relationship between social participation of the growers and their thced 

constraints (e.g. improved banana sucker. Disease. Agr icultural credit. Field 

management and Marketing) in banana cultivation was exaniiicd by using following 

null hypothesis "There is no relationship between social participation ol the growers 

and their faced constraints in banana ni Iti vat ion 

1(ehut ionsh II) between Social Participation of the Growers and 

Constraints of Improved Banana Sucker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between social participat ion 

of the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana cultivation was 

found to be -0.376 as shown in table 23 lhe following observation on the basis 

computed value r' 

Firstly. a negative relations Ii ip was lou tid to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. 'Ill i rdly. the computed value of ' 

(' r' -0.376) was found to be larger than the table value (' r'0.354 I) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.01 level of probability. l'hus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.01 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was signiticant negative relationship between social 

participation of the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana 

Cultivation. 

Relationship between Social Participatioti of the Growers and 

£ 	 Constraints of Disease in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between social participation 

of the glowers and constraints of disease in banana Cultivation was found to be -0293 

as shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly. the relationship was low. Thi iiily. the computed value of 'r' 

('r'= -0.293) was found to he larger than the table value ('1-'0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

it 	
relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 
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Based on the above ltnclings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator coiiclitded that there was significant negative relationship between social 

participation of the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation. 

Relationship between Social Participation of (lie Growers and 

Constraints of Agricultural Credit in Banana (:uhti'ation 

Computed value of the c.oetlicient ol correlation between social participation 

of the growers and constraints olagricultural credit in banana cultivation was found to 

be -0.2S'ô as shown in table 23. The loilowinu observation on the basis computed 

a 	 value'r 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between I he vanables. 

Secondly, the relationship was low. Thiirdh, the computed value of 'r' 

('r'- -0.286) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'=0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically (lie 

relationship was signiuicari t at (LOS level. 

Based on the above lindings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between social 

participation and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation 

Relationship between Social Participation of the Growers and Coitst raints 

of He Id Ma na genlen I In Ban a un Cu It iva ion 

Computed value of the coelljcient of correlation between social participation 

of 'the growers and constraints of field mzLnagenlent in banana cultivation was lound 

to be -0,134 as shown in table 23. The Iohtowintt observation on the basis computed 

value 'r 
S. 

First!)!, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly, the computed value of 

'r' ('r'= -0.134) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'=0.2732) 

with 48 degtees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Tb us, statistically 

the relationship was no sign ifica iii. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was no significant relationship hetwcen 

It 
	 social participation of the growers and constraints oh' field management in banana 

cultivation. 
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5) 	Relationship between Social l'articiJ}:Itioii of the (irowers and Couistraints 

of \larhcting in Banana Cultivation 

(:ornptited value of the coefficient of correlation between social participation 

of the glowers banana cultivation and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation 

was lound to be -0.227 as shown in table 23 The lollowing observation on the basis 

computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between (lie variables. 

A. 	
Secondly, the relationship was low. Tltinllv, the computed value of ' 

('r'= -0.227) was found to be smaller than the table value ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was 110 signilicant relationship between 

social participation of the growers and constraints olniarketing in banana cultivation. 

6) 	Relationship between Social Participation of the Growers and Overall 
I 	

Constraints in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between social participation 

of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be -0.419 as 

shown in table 23. The following observation on the basis computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

ik 	
Secondly, the relationship was modest. Ihinity, (lie computed value of ' 

(r'= -0.419) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'=0.3541) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.01 level of probability. •Fhus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.01 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant negative relationship between social 

participation of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation. 
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1) 	ltelataonsliip between Extension Coiitact of the Growers and their Fflce(I 

Co nstrai it ts in Ba isa isa Cult iv at ion 

The relationship between extension contact of the growers and their faced 

constraints (e.g iniproved banana sucker. Disease. Agricultural credit. Fiekl 

management and Marketing) in banana cultivation was examined by using Ibhlowing 

null lsypothesis"lhere is no relationship between extension contact of the growers 

and their Riced constraints in banana cultivation" 

I) 	Relationship between Extension Contact of the Grovers and Constraints 

1' 	 of Improved Banana Sucker in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient ol' correlation between extension contact of 

the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana cultivation was 

found to be -0.046 as shown in table 23. The followinu observation on the basis 

computed value 'r' 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly, file computed value of 

'r' (' r' = -0.046) was found to he snialle r t hans the table val tie ('r'0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findings, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence, the investigator concluded that there was 110 significant relationship between 

extension contact of the growers and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana 

cultivation. 

2) 	Relationship between Extensioni Contact of the Growers and Constraints 

of Disease in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefhc-ieni of COlTelaLioll between extension contact of 

the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation was found to be 0,039 as 

shown in table 23. The lbhlowing observation on the basis computed value 'r' 

Firstly. a positive relationship was found to e.ist between the variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very low. Thirdly, the computed value of 

'r' ('r'= 0.039) was found to be smaller than the table value  (' r'=0.2732 

in 	 with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. l'hstis, statistically 

the relationship was no significant at 0.05 level. 
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Based on the above findings, the null hypoihesis could 1101 be rejected and 

hence, the invesugator concluded that there was (to sigIli licant relationship between 

extension contact of the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation. 

Relatioiish ip bet-ween Extension Coit I act of (lie Growers and Constra jilts 

of .Agricultu ral Credit in Banan:i Cultivation 

('omputecl value of the coefficient of correlation between extension contact at 

the growers and constraints of agricultural credit in banana cultivation was ibund to 

be 0.40 as shown in table 21 The following observation on the basis comptned value 

r 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between (lie variables. 

Secondly, the relationship was very how. I'hirdly, (lie computed value of 

r' (' r'= 0.040) was found to be smaller than the table value (b r  0.2732) 

with 48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. 'thus, statistically 

the relationship was no significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above findintu, the null hypothesis could not be rejected and 

hence. the investigator concluded that there was [to significant relationship between 

extension contact and constraints ot auricultural credit in banana cultivation 

Relationship between Ex tensioil Coil tact of the Growers and Const ra kits 

of Field Management in Banana Cult ivat ion 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between extension contact of 

the growers and constraints of ticld management in banana cultivation was Ihund to 

be 0 423 as shown in table 23 The following observation on (lie basis computed value 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

Secondly, (lie relationship Mis modest. Thirdly, the coniputed value of ' 

('r' 0.423) was found to be larger (11:111 the table value ('r'=0.354 1) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.01 level of 1)robabili(y. ThIns, statistically the 

relationship was signilica iii at 0.01 level. 

Based on the above tinduigs, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was significant positive relationship between 

extension contact of the growers and constraints of field management in banana 

cultivation. 
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5) 	Relationship between Extension Contact of the Growers and Constraints 

of 1%larkeling in Banana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coellicient of correlation between extension contact of 

the glowers banana cultivation and constraints of niarketing in banana cultivation 

was Ihund to be -0.276 as shown in table 23 The lohloving observation on the basis 

computed value 

Firstly, a negative relationship was found to exist between the variables. 

-t 	
Secondly, the relationship waS low. 'l'hinlly, the computed value of r' 

('r' -0.276) was found to be larger than the table value ('r'=0.2732) with 

48 degrees of freedom at 0.05 level of probability. Thus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

Based on the above fIndings. the null hypothesis was rejected and hence. the 

investigator concluded that there was si(nilicant negalive relationship between 

extension contact of the growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation. 

6) 	Relationship between Extension Contact of the Growers and Overall 

* 	 Constraints in l3anana Cultivation 

Computed value of the coefficient of correlation between extension contact of 

the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation was found to be 0312 as 

shown in table 23. The tollowi ig observation on the basis computed value r 

Firstly, a positive relationship was found to exist between (lie variables. 

Secondly, (lie relationship was low. 'Fbi rdly. the computed value of I.' 

(' r'= 0.312) was found to be Ia rger (han the table value (' r'0.2732) with 

4$ degrees of freedom at (LOS level of probability. Titus, statistically the 

relationship was significant at 0.05 level. 

l3ased on the above tilldin2s, the null hypothesis was rejected and hence, the 

investigator concluded that there was signiiieani positive relationship between 

extension contact of the growers and overall constraints in banana cultivation. 

0. 
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-V 	 CHAPTER V 

Sn in wary, Conci LISIOII and Recommendations 

Summary 

lntro(luction 

traditionally and preclonii nant lv Bangladesh is an Agricu Rural country. About 

84.5% of her population is rural based and directly or indirectly depend on agriculture 

(BBS 1998). Agriculture still remains the largest sector of the economy in 

r 

	

	 Bangladesh, which contributes about 2177°/a gross domestic product in the economy 

of Bangladesh (BBS 2005). 

Bangladesh has a very rich alluvial soil and moderate climate congenial to the 

growth of various crops and fruits (i.e. Rice. \'heat, Jute, Maize. Banana, Papaya, 

Mango. Jackfruit etc) throughout the year. But constraints in agriculture are 

multi laced. The cause may be due to the tact that the agriculture as it whole remains 

to be traditional with its century old cultural practices and local crop varieties. That is 

why per unit yield of the major crops is one of the lowest in the world. Realizing the 

situation the Government has taken up various steps to improve the situation. Now a 

days. Governments and Non-government sectors like. NCiOs are trying 10 produce 

more fruit crops under the tree plantation 

The Banana (Mitva .spp) is one important tropical fruit. Banana occupies an 

important position among the fruits of Bangladesh not only for its highest production 

among the fruits but also for its increasing popularity among the finniers as an 

economic crop. According to production, banana is the first in Bangladesh and second 

according to cultivated land. 

£ 	 There were more than -10 varieties available in Bangladesh. But a particular 

s:ariety is known by more than one name in different Places and the actual number 

may be around 32. The important banana varieties grown in Bangladesh are 

Aniritasagor. Sabri, Champa, Kabari. Japkathli, (jaitasundari etc. 

inspire of greater poterttiahty of banana cultivation, the growers of Bangladesh 

are not free from problems in cultivating banana. Therelbrc, constraints in the 

scientitic cultivation of banana as perceived by the growers inight be influenced by 

their personal, economic, social and essential to have an understanding of the banana 

cultivation constraints theed by the growers and its relationship with their various 

A 	 characteristics for effective planning and execution of increasing banana cultivation in 

Bangladesh. 
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Therefore, the purpose of they  stud was to have an understanding of the 

problems faced by the banana growers of selected Sonargaon upazila under 

Narayangonj district. It was anticipated that such a study would discover the causes of  

the problems related to cultivation, marketing. processing and storing of banana as 

well as help in planting an elThctive measure Ri banana production all over the 

country 

Specific Objectives 

r 	 The following specific objectives were formulated for giving proper direction 

of the study. 

I. To determine the extent of constraints faced by the growers in cultivation olbanana 

on following aspects- 

Improved banana sucker 

Disease 

Agricultural credit 

Field management 

Marketing 

2. To determine and describe the selected characteristics of the growers. 

Age 

Education 

iii)1:aiiiily size 

Farm size 

Area under Banana cultivation 

Knowledge in Banana cultivation 

Annual income 

Social Participation 

Extension contact 

3. To explore the relationship between the constraints faced by the growers in 

banana cultivation and their selected characteristics. 

A 
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Scope and Limitations of this Study 

The study was undertaken with a view to have an understanding of the constraints 

faced by the growers in banana production. In oidcr to conduct the research in a 

nieaningful and manageable way it becomes necessary to impose sonic limitation iii 

regard to certain aspects of the study. Considering the Ii niitation of time, money and 

other resources of the researcher, the following limitations have been observed 

throughout the study. 

I 	'I'hc study was confined to Sonargaon upaziha tinder Narayangonj district. 

The study was limited to the banana growers and relevant data were collected 

horn sample of the population oft he study 

'there were various aspects in banana cultivation and many soils olconstraints 

connected with this issue. U was not possible br the researcher to include all 

aspects of banana production constraints in a single study. In this study the 

researcher studied the constraints faced by banana growers in respect of live 

dimensions, namely, improved banana suckei', diseases. field management, 

credit and marketing 

Relationship of the constraints in banana cultivation could be studied with the 

various characteristics ol'the grovers, but only 9 characteristics of the growers 

were selected for investigation in this study 

The findings of this study will be particularly applicable to Sonargaon Upazila 

under Narayangoni District. They might. however, have general apl)licability to oilier 

areas of the country, where the physical socio-econoniic and cultural conditions are 

mostly similar with those of the study area The findings are hence. expected to be 

useful to the planners to formulate plans and procedures for the improvenient of 

banana cultivation. The administrators, supervisors field workers and others who are 

to work in the field of banana may find this study valuable and informative. 

Hardly any research has yet been conducted lbr studying the constraints faced 

by the growers in banana cultivation particularly in IIangladesli. Findings of this study 

may, therefore, add to the body of knowledge in this much needed area of' banana 

cultivation, 
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'V 

	 Assu in ptions 

The tbllowrngs kept in mind while conducting the study: 

An assumption is the supposition that an apparent tact or principle is true in the light 

of the available evidence (Goode. 1954). The researcher had the following assuniptioll 

in mind s'hi Ic undertaking this study. 

I. The respondents selected for this study were conipetent to satisfy the queries 

designed by the investigator. 

r 	2. The researcher who acted as interviewer was well adjusied to the sociat 

environment of the study area. 1 lence the data collected by him from the respondents 

were free from bias. 

3 The views and opinions furnished by the banana growers included in the sample 

were the representative views and opinions of all the banana growers of the study 

area. 

.1. The researcher who acted as interviewer was well adjusted to the social and cultural 

environment of the study area. I lence, the respondents furnished their correct opinions 

without hesitation 

Statement of hypothesis 

The null hypothesis formulated to test the relationships of the nine selected 

characteristics of the banana growers with their constraints lacing in respect of banana 

cultivation where as follows. 

lhere are no relationships between the selected characteristics of the banana 

growers and their constraints laced in banana cultivation. 

A 



Methodology 

Only the banana growers who are directly involved with banana cultivation of 

seventeen villages of seven unions namely. Aniinpur pourosova. t3aider L3azar. 

Kachpur. Jampur, kaehpur. Mugrapara and pirujpur union ofSonargaon upazila unckr 

Narayangonj district constituted the population of the study, Thus 250 banana growers 

were the population of the study Data were however, collected from a sample to 20 

percent of the total population i.e. 50 growers selected by random sampling method. 

The researcher himself collected the data by inteniew procedure. An 

interview schedule was prepared in Bengali to collect the requred data for this study. 

Simple questions and statement as well as some scales were included in the schedule. 

The interviews were held individually in the houses or thrms oftlie respondents. Data 

collected from the growers facing constraints in banana cultivation in live selected 

aspects was the dependent variable of this study. Independent variables included nine 

characteristics of the growers. tuuiiely, age education. fiuini lv size. farm size annual 

income, banana cultivation area, agricultural knowledge. social participation arid 

extension contact. For both dependent and independent variables, qualitative data 

were converted to quantitative data by means of suitable scoring whenever necessary. 

Suitable categories were developed in respect of constraints laced by the growers in 

banana cultivation and each of the selected characteristics These categories were used 

for analysis in accordance with the objectives of the study. Such statistical measures 

as number and percentage distribution, range, average, and ranL order were used in 

describing constraints litced by the growers in live characteristics of the growers. 

Correlation test was used to examine the relationships between characteristics of the 

banana growers with their constraints lbced in the live aspects of cultivating banana. 

Five percent (0.05) level of probability was used throughout the study as the basis for 

rejection of any null hypothesis. 

rm 

'I 
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Summary of the Study 

Constraints laced by the G rowci's in Banana Cultivation 

Findings in respect ot' constraints fliced by the urowers in each of the live 

aspects of banana cultivation, comparative constraints litciug among the live selected 

aspects of banana cultivation and growers' overaiS constraints in banana cultivation 

are sum niarized below 

('oust taints in Improved Banana Sucker: 

The majority (38 percent) of the growers litced medium constraint in respect 

of improved sticker, compared to 34 percent laced high constraints and 28 percent 

faced low constraints in improved banana sticker. 

Constraints in Diseases Infestation: 

The majority (68 percent) of the growers thced medium constraint in respect 

of' diseases. compared to 24 percent faced high constraints and S percent tiiced low 

constraints in respect ol'diseases 

Constr:iin(s in credit: 

The majority (32 percent) of the growers Riced niediurn constraint in respect 

of credit, compared to 28 percent faced low constraints. 20 percent faced low 

constraints in respect ofdiseases and 14 percent did not take any credit 

Constraints in Field Management: 

More than halL' (70 percent) of the growers Riced medium constraints iii 

respect of field management constraints, compared to Ic, percent faced high 

constraints and only 14 percent faced low constraints 

Constraints in Marketing: 

Constraints titcing in marketing had shown that more than hall'(58 percent) of 

the growers faced medium constraints in the respect of marketing while 36 percent 

laced high constraints and only 6 percent faced low constraints. 

A 
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Comparative c:onstraints Facing in Five Selected aSj)CCtS of Banana 

C ul t IS'I tion 

In order to compare the constraints faced by the growers in live selected 

aspects of banana cull vat ion, a constraint l'acing index (('Fl) was coniputed for each 

aspects. Constraint theing index of the live selected aspects ranged from 170 to 230 

against the possible range of 100 to 300. Growers faced highest constraints in 

marketing as indicated by its CEI or 230; CR of disease. improved banana sucker. 

field management and agricultural credit were 216. 206. 202 and 170 respectively 

Overall Constraints in llaumana (7ullivalioii: 

For having an understanding of the comprehensive constraints ol' the growers 

in the Live selected aspects of banana cultivation, an overall constraint facing score 

was computed for each respondent by adding and then converting to percentage of the 

scores in the live selected aspects ot'banana cultivation. A good majority (61 percent) 

of the growers had medium constraints while 20 percent of the growers faced high 

constraints and lb percent faced low constraints in banana cultivation. 

Clia racteristics ofthe Growers 

Nine characteristics of the growers were selected for exploring their 

relationships with faced by the growers banana cultivation Findings in respect oithe 

selected characteristics are summarized below: 

AM 
Age of growers ranged from 35 to Si years, the average being 47.62 years. 

More than hall' (56 percent) of the growers fell in the middle aged category (4 I to 55 

years) compared to 30 percent fitlling in the young category (up to '10 years) and 14 

percent in old aged category (above 55 years) 

lutucanon 

Education of the growers tanged form illiteracy to Ii years schooling, the 

average being 5.02 years of schooling. 12 percent illiterate while 32 percent of the 

growers had secondary level education and 1 percent ol' the growers had primary 

level education and 40 percent of the growers had above secondary level education. 

Family Size 

Family size ol urowers ranged from 4 to 10 members. the average being 6 44 

members. More than half (72 percent) of the grO\Crs flll in the middle litinily 

category (5 to 7 members) compared to 26 percent falling in the large thmily category 

(above 7 members) and only 2 percent in small category (2 to 4 members) 
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1:8  mt Size 

Farm size of the respondents ranged from 0 140 to 9.84 hectares. The average 

farm size was found to he 1.32 hectares. Hitthesl propoflioi (48 percent) of the 

growers had medium thrni (I to 2 hectare) compared to ••iO percent of small farm (up 

to 1 hectares) and only 6 percent of larue farm size (above 2 hectares) 

:rCa under Banana Ctiltivu mu: 

Scores of area of the gro.vers under banana cultivation ranged from 0.0202 to 0 183 

hectares with an averauc of 0.048 hectares. Most (68 percent) of the urowers had 

small area(up to 0.0405 hectares) followed by 26 percent having medium area (0.0406 

to 0.0810) and only 6 percent having big area (above 0.0810 hectare). 

Annual I neonue: 

Annual income of the growers ranged ftoni Take 22340.00 to 1890,000.00 

with an average of l'aka 222520.00. It was observed that 32 percent of' the growers 

had low income (up to 120,000.00 per year) compared to 54 percent of the growers 

having medium annual income (11. 121,000.00 to Tk. 250,000.00 per year) and 14 

percent of the growers having high annual income (above 11<250.000.00 per year). 

,%o j.j j  Itu rat I(non'led2e in Banana Cuiltiva t ion: 

Scores for knowledge of the growers in banana cultivation ranged from JO to 

22 against the possible range of 0 to 30, the average being 17.1. Most of the growers 

medium knowledge (64 percent) and 24 percent had poor knowledge. Only 12 percent 

having high knowledge. 

Soc i a I Pail ici nat inn 

Social participation scores of the respondents ranged from 0 to 10, the average 

being 2. 14. Data analysis showed that 14 percent growers did not participate 

compared to 66 percent having low pauticipzltioi, 8 percent having medium 

partici 1)1t101l and 12 percent having high participation 

Extension Contact: 

Computed extension contact scores ranged from 4 to 11 with an average 9.06. 

Maximum growers (4 percent) had medium extension contact foflowed by 24 

percent having low extension contact and 22 percent having high extension contact. 
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.4 	 Suinniary of! lypothests Testing 

In order to examine the relationships of the selected characteristics of the 

growers with their fhced constraints in banana cultivation, hypothesis were advanced 

and tested. The results of the hypothesis testing are presented below 

Age and Constraints in Banana Cultivation: 

'[here was no signilicant relationship between the age of the growers and their 

faced constraints (improved banana sucker. disease. agricultural credit, field 

management, marketing and overall constraints) in banana cultivation, htii a negative 

trend were found between the variables. 

Eti neat ion and Cons $ ra juts in Bait a na Ci ill iva I 

There was no significani relationship between the education of the growers 

and their faced constraints (agricultural credit and field management) in banana 

cultivation, but a negative trend were lound between the variables. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the education of the 

growers and constraints of improved banana sucker, disease, marketing and overall 

constraints in banana cultivation at 0.05 level 01' probability 

Family Size and Constra juts in Dana ii a Cult ivat ion: 

There was no signilicant relationship between the family size of the growers 

and their faced constraints (disease, agricultural credit and overall constraints) in 

banana cultivation, but a negative trend were found between the variables. 

There was no significant relationship between the family size of the growers 

and their Qtccd constraints (improved banana sucker, field management and 

marketing) in banana cultivation, but a positive trend were fbund between the 

variables. 
lk 	

Farm Size and Constraints in Banana Cultivation: 

There was it signilicant negative relationship between the Ilirni size of the 

growei's and constraints of improved banana sticker in banana cultivation at 0.01 level 

ol probability. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the farm size of the 

growers and constraints oldisease in banana cultivation at 0.05 level of probability 

There was a significant negative relationship between the thrni size of die 

urowers and constraints of credit in banana cultivation at 0.001 level 0! probability 

4 
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There was no significant relationship between the Ilirm size oldie growers and 

constraints of field management in banana cultivation, but it negative trend was found 

between the variables. 

There was a significant negative jelalionship between the firm size of the 

growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation at 0.05 level of 

probability. 

l'liere was a significant negative relationship between the age of the growers 

and overall constraints laced in banana cultivation at Q(6 level of probability. 

rea tinder Banana Cultivation and Cousisaints 	 Cultivation: 

There was no significant relationship between the area under banana 

cultivation of the growers and their faced constraints (improved banana sucker. 

disease, agricultural credit and field management) in banana cultivation, but a 

negative trend were found between the area under banana cultivation and improved 

sucker and disease and a positive trend were found between the area under banana 

cultivation and credit, field management and overall constraints. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the area under banana 

cultivation of the growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation at 0.05 

'V 	 level of probability. 

A nun al Income and Constraints in Banana Cultivation: 

There was it significant negative relationship between the annual income of 

the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker in banana cultivation at 0.01 

level of probability. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the annual income of 

the growers and constraints of disease in banana cultivation at 0.0$ level or 
x 

probability. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the annual income of 

the growers and constraints of credit in banana cultivation at 0 001 level of 

probability. 

'[here was no signilicant relationship between the annual income of the 

growers and constraints of field management in banana cultivation, but a negative 

trend was found between the variables. 

There was it signi (kant negative relationship between the annual income of 

A 	 the growers and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation at 0.05 level of 

probability. 
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There was a sig:ii licant negative relationship between the annual income of 

the growers and overall constraints titced in banana cultivation at 0001 level of 

probability. 

.\.giictultiiflul ls.no%s'Ie(1!e in Banana (:tsltiatinii and (:oiistraints iii Banaiia 

('tilt iva t ion: 

There was no significant relationship between the agricultural knowledge 01 

the growers and their fhced constraints (improved banana sucker. agricultural credi 

and field managerneni) in banana cultivation, but it negative trend were found 

between the variables without field management. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the education of the 

growers and constraints of disease, marketing and overall constraints in banana 

cultivation at 0.05 level of probability. 

Social Pa rilci pal ion a iid Constraints in Banaii a Cult ivat ion: 

i'lierc was no significant relationship between the social participation of the 

growers and their faced constraints (marketing and field management) in banana 

cultivation, but a negative trend were Ibund between the variables. 

IV 

	

	
There was a significant negative relationship between the social participation 

of the growers and constraints of improved banana sucker and overall constraints in 

banana cultivation at 0.01 level 01' probability. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the social participation 

of the growers and constraints of disease and credit in banana cultivation at 0.05 level 

of probability. 

l:x tension Contact a ii d Constraints in l3an a ii a ( till ivat ion: 

'l'liere was no significani relationship between tIle extensioll contact of the 

growers and their thced constraints (improved banana sucker, disease, credit and 

overall constraints) in banana cultivation, bitt a positive trend were found between the 

variables without improved sucker. 

There was it significant negative relationship between the extension contact of 

the growers and constraints of field management in banana cultivation at 0.01 level of 

probability. 

There was a significant negative relationship between the extension contact 

A 	 and constraints of marketing in banana cultivation at 0.05 level of probability. 
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(:oncltisioiis 

Conclusions drawn on the basis of' findings of the study, the logical 

interpretation of findings and other relevant facts are stated below: 

I. The study investigated the extent of constraints faced by the growers in 

cultivating banana in five selected aspects namely improved banana sucker, disease, 

agricultural knowledge. field management and marketing. The findings indicate that 

the growers faced considerable constraints in all the live aspects of cultivating 

banana. However, the extent of constraint faced by them in marketing was the highest 

while constraint in disease was second. Constraints faced by the growers in respects 

of improved banana sucker, management and agricultural credit in banana cultivation 

ranked the third, fourth and fifth position. In view of this fact, it may be concluded 

that effort for increasing banana production in Bangladesh will not be successibl, if 

the banana growers continue to face constraints in various aspects especially in 

marketing, disease and improved sucker. 

Education of the banana growers had significant negative relationships with 

their laced constraints in improved banana sucker, disease, marketing and overall 

constraints (table 22). This means that the higher the education of the banana growers 

the lower was their laced constraints improved banana sucker, disease, marketing and 

overall constraints. Education helps an individual to get usdiil information to solve 

their various problems through learning, knowing personal communication, receiving 

training, adopting new ideas etc. Literate persons will be able to solve their various 

problems through reading leaflets, booklets, other printed materials, etc. related to 

banana. So, education is a very important factor for the banana growers to uplift their 

conditions. It may be, therefore, concluded that a literacy programme will be very 

important in the study area. 

The findings of the study reveal that more than half (72) percent of the 

banana growers had medium family size while 2 percent had small family and 26 

percent had big family size. If the family size is big it is difficult to maintain the 

family through their income, on the other hand it is easy to maintain small family. 

Foregoing facts indicate that family planning should be introduced among the banana 

growers so that they keep their family small in size. Motivation work to be done so 

that the members may check the rapid growth of population. 
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4. The average ftrin size in the study area is usually smaller. The findings 

indicate that a negative relationship between farm size 01' the banana growers and 

their constraints in all aspects of banana cultivation without field managenient. In the 

context of Bangladesh, it is diliic.ult to increase the thrm size. However, the small 

I'trm Owners with small income may be helped by ditlèrent government organizations 

and NCiOs to provide credit facilities for purchasing various inputs br production. 

5 Annual income had significant negative relationships with their constraints- onstraints 

in in improved banana sucker, disease, credit, marketing and overall constrains. This 

means that higher income of' the banana growers lower was their constraints in 

improved banana sucker, disease, credit, marketing and overall constrains. In view of 

the above facts it may be concluded that majority of the banana growers will continue 

to thee problem unless steps are taken to help theni to increase their income. 

The findings indicate that agricultural knowledge of the growers had 

significant negative relationship with their constraints in disease, marketing and 

overall constraints. Agricultural knowledge of the growers helps them to understand 

the various complex and complicated issues of banana cultivation. Cultivation of 

banana requires a series of operations form its beginning untii its harvesting. Each of 

the operations needs technical knowledge. Most OF the sample growers (88 percent) 

were found to have low or poor knowledge in agriculture. The growers faced 

considerable problems in cultivating banana crops. 

Organizational participation in different organizations makes people aware 

of various development programmes and helps theni know different agencies who 

supply agricultural inputs and work for ilieni. It has been observed in this study 

S. The findings indicate that the !zrowers extension contact had significant 

negative relationship with their constraints in field management, marketing and 

overall constraints in banana cultivation. This indicates that growers having higher 

extension contact faced lower constraints, ibis leads to the conclusion that increasing 

extension contact will give die growers good opportunities to overcome their difkrent 

constraints in banana cultivation. 

9. Regarding overall constraints titced by die banana growers, 64 percent 

banana growers faced nieditLm, 20 percent banana growers fbced high and only 16 

percent banana growers faced low constraints in banana cultivation. Totally 84 

percent growers faced medium to high constraints in banana cultivation From this 

flict, it may concLude that until the banana growers are free from different constraints 

i n  banana production, they will not be in a position to adopt improved technology in 

banana production. 
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Reco mmcii d a ti ons 

On the basis of findings and conclusions following recommendations are 

presented: 

1. Banana is the principal fruit in Bangladesh. Banana contributes an 

important role in the total fruit cultivation in the country. Findings of the study 

indicate that the growers faced highest constraints in marketing. I fence, it is 

recommended that following steps should be taken 10 rcniove this constraint 

Establish a wRote sell banana market to ensure proper market price for the 

growers, otherwise the intermediaries would be benetited at cost of growers and other 

hand banana growers would be discouraged to cultivate banana. 

Facilities of store-house, industrialization and transport and communication 

facilities should be taken where necessary. 

2. The banana growers faced serious constraints in disease in their banana 

field. Hence, it is recommended that sonic effective steps should be taken by reducing 

the price of the pesticides, availability of pesticides and the sprayers have to technical 

knowledge about pesticides by the concerned authorities so that the harmful insects 

and disease in time. 

3. The banana growers also faced serious constraints in improved banana 

sucker iii their banana field. I knee, it is recommended that some efkctive steps 

should be taken by reducing the price 01 the improved banana sucker, availability of' 

improved banana sticker and desirable banana sucker, available of printed materials 

and advises from the extension worker about improved sticker. 

4. The banana growers also lhced serious constraints in field nianagenient in 

their banana field. To remove these constraints, sufhctent number of labour, power 

pumps, availability of bamboo pole and other irrigation facilities should be taken 

when need, 

5. Agricultural credit is one of the vital constraints in the study area. To 

reniove these constraints, amendment of existing loan giving procedure is necessary. 

Bank should provide special credit [or the banana growcr$, especially for the small 

(marginal) growers. Much of the management constraint could be removed b 

providing necessary credit. 

4 
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The education of the growers is necessary for any development progranime. 

It is necessary for elfective programme to provide functional literacy to the growers 

so that at least they can read and write and can perform useful works in connection 

with his tarm, home and coiflflui flity. 

Family size of the banana growers is an important fhctor to thee constraints. 

Banana growers those have big family size; they faced comparatively more problems 

in respect of family maintenance and other development work. So it is recommended 

that family planning programmes should massively be introduced among the banana 

growers and this encourages them to keep the family small in size. 

S. Agricultural knowledge plays a vital role in performing agricultural 

operations effectively and efficiently. It is, therefore. recommended that arrangement 

should be made l'or providing proper agricultural knowledge through training, tours. 

fair and exhibition, method demonstration, n)eetilg at result demonstration and the 

like. 

Participation in agriculture related organizations helps banana growers 

develop abilities and attitudes to work in co-operation and co-ordination with others 

for solution of problems. But there is an acute dearth of agriculturally related 

organizations in the rural areas ol Bangladesh. Consequently, the banana growers get 

too little opportunity to participate in such organizations. En view of the great 

importance of agriculture related rural organizations in solving agricultural problems, 

it is recommended that the extension workers should make utmost eliorts to setup 

various kinds of agricultural organizations in the rural parts and to encourage banana 

urowers to participate in them. 

Extension contact of the banana growers in Lhe study area has been found 

to be low. So, it is recommended that arrangements for tour of banana growers to visit 

dill'erent banana projects. agricultural research stations, agricultural farms, 

agricultural university and other agricultural and related organizations will enable 

banana growers to acquire knowledge, skill and attitude. 

It. in addition to banana cultivation constraints, the growers also thee others 

constraints such as social, economic, and other domestic constraints. All these 

constraints affect the performance of the banana growers. There is need for 

undertaking researches in various constraints of them which affect their performance 

in banana cultivation. 
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Rceoinmeiided fur Inriher Study 

This study investigated constraints laced by the growers in respects of banana 

cultivation. There is need fbr investigation of other potential crops 

I. The relationsh ps of nine important characteristics of the banana growers 

with their fitced constraints in live aspects, namely improved sucker, disease, 

agricultural credit, field nianagenlent and marketing regarding banana have been 

investigated in this study. Fujiher research may be undertaken for exploring 

relationship of other characteristics of the banana growers with other Iuiced constraints 

such as lack of irrigation equipments, shortage of sufficient land for banana 

cultivation. 

The present study conducted on the population of the banana growers of 

seventeen villages of Sonargaon upazila under Narayangonj district. Findings of the 

study need to be varied by undertaking similar research in other banana growing 

zones of the country 

Research should be undertaken that the etièctiveness of agricultural 

extension service and other related organizations in helping people solve their 

agricultural problems. 

In addition to constraints in banana cultivation, the banana growers also 

face other constraints such as social. economic, housing, sanitation, nutrition and 

domestic etc. 

S. All these constraints affect the perlbrniance of the growers. There is need 

for undertaking research on the various constraints ltced by the growers which affect 

their performance. 

A 
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APPENDIX-A 

Department of Agricultural Extension and In lormation System 
Slier-c- l3ang]a Agricultural University 

Sher-e- Bangla Nagor, Dhaka- 1207. 

INTERVILW SC IEDUI .E FOR A RESEARCH STUDY ON 

CONSTRAINTS FACED BY THE GROWERS IN BANANA 
CULTIVATION IN SONARCAON UPAZII.A UNDER NARAYANCONJ 
DISTRICT 

Serialno.......................................... 
Name of the responden.. ..................... .................................... 
Village... ..................... 	Union ................................. 
Upazila........................ District............................... 

(Please answer to the following questions) 

I. 	I-Tow old are you7  ...................................Years 

	

2. 	\Vhat is the level oF vow education? 
i) ................(l)o not know reading and writing) 

Ir 	
ii) ...............(Do not know reading and writing, but can sign only) 

...............(Never attended school. but I can little read and write) 

(Up to the level of class .................Passed class! Examination) 

	

3. 	Including yourself; how many members belong to your faniilv? 

MaleS ......Nos. 	Female.  ......... Nos. 	Total.  ......... Nos. 

	

4. 	Furnish the area of your lands according to use: 

r—Sc-i - iva I '° 	Type of land 	 i Local unit I l-Iectarc 
11 

Own house 

2 	I Own land under own cultivation 

3 	Land taken from other on borga 

4 	[.and taken from other on lease - 

5 	Own land given to others on borga 
 

6 	Own land given to others on lease 

7 	Others (Picase men(ion) 	-- 

A 
	

Total 
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Mention the area you have cultivated banana last year. 
...........Local unit 	......................hectare 

Please mention your annual income: 
a) 

Source of income Amount 	Price 

(maund) 	(Tk./maund) 

Total taka 

1. Agricultural sector 

Rice 

Wheat 

c)Jute 

Potato and sweet potato 

Pulses 

f)Vegetablcs  

g) Fruits 

Ii) Poultiy  

I) Cattle 

Fishes 

Others (Please mention) 

i:set'ices 	- 
Iiusiness 

Total 	
- 

6 (b): Please mention your annual income from banana cu?tivation last 

Yea............... 

Total income-  6 (a) 1- 6 (b) = ......................................aka 
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7. Please answer the following questions in connection with banana 

cultivation: 

SI. 	I Questions 	 Score 

No.  

I 	What are the soil elements? 	 2 

2 	What do you mean by organic manure? 

3 	What is balanced fertilizer? 	- 	 2 

4 	What 	type 	of 	land 	is 	suitable 	for 	banana 	I 

cultivation? 

Score 

obtained 

5 When manuring is needed in banana cultivation? 2 

6 How man)' tillage is needed in banana cultivation? 

When irrigation is needed in banana field? 

2 

7 2 

$ I Mention two improved varieties of banana. 

How urea should apply in banana field? 

2 

9 2 

10 Name three diseases of banana 

—When will you (10 wceding? 

3 

II 2 

12 Mention the optimum time of banana cultivation. 

Which of type sucker are you cultivated? 

Name two pesticides and one insecticide. 

2 

13 2 

14 3 

15 What is l.P.M.? 2 

Total 	 - 30 
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I Krishak santhay sam itv 

2 l3azar committee 

-- 3 Youthclub 	- 

4 School committee 

I Madrasha committee 15 

6 	

1 

 Mosque/Mondir(Girza 

committee 

Union counci[ 

8 NGO 

9 	Others (specify) 

Irwin 

$ 
	Please mention your naturc of participalion (past or present) in the 

following social organization: 

SI. 	Name of organzation 	No 	 Nature of participation 

No. 	 participate As 	As 	i As - 

ordinary executive officer 

9. 	Please mention your nature of extension contact with the following media 

of information: 

SI. 	Extension personnel 	Nature of extension contact 

No. 	 Often bioiially Rarely :11 

I 	Banana Cuftivated farmers 

2 	Dealers (Fertilizer, pesticide) 

3 	Experienced farmers 

4 	Radio! Television 

S 	Block supervisor 

6 	Agricultural extension officer 

a 	
7 	Jpazila Agr cultural officer 
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10. Please indicate the extent of hindrance caused by the following constraints 

relating to use Improved sucker in lIanana cultivation: 

SI. 	Constraints 	 Nature of constraints 

No. 	 \'ery I-li''h I Little Not 

high 	 at all 

I 	Non-availability of improved sucker in time 

2 	Inadequate supply of improved sucker 

Collecting sucker from long distance 	-- 

4 	Inability to purchase for high priced 

improved sucker 

5 	Non-availability of advises from extension 

worker timely about improved sucker 

F 

Non-availability of desirable sucker 

7 	Non-availability of printed materials about 

improved sucker 
 

II. Please indicate the extent of hindrance caused by the foflowing cotistraints 

relating to disease on Banana cultivation: 

SI. 	Constraints 	 - 	 Nature of constraints 

No. 	 Veiy I High Little Not 

I 	 high 	I 	I 	
at all 

Massive damage of banana cul Ii vation d tie 

to disease 

2 Non-availability of pesticides in time 

3 Inability to purchase pesticides due to high 

price 

4 Inability to select appropriate pesticide 

5 Lack of inachineiy for applying pesticide 

[3tck of proper knowledge regarding the 6 

control of disease 

Lack of necessaly advises from extension 7 

worker to control pest 
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12. Please indicate the extent of constraints laced by you in Agricultural credit 

reecivc in respect of Banana cultivation: 

Did you take any credit in the last year for banana cultivation? .....Yes/No 

lives, mention the following constraints regarding to banana cultivation 

7"N)410 (- 

iistraints 	 -- Nature of constraints 

Vety I High I Little - Not 

I 

	

	
high 	 at all 

Inadequacy of credit against in the demand  

Non-availability of credit in rime  

Complex formalities 
 

Difficulty to communicate to the bank clue 

to long distance !Ioin the rural area 

5 
	

Interest of loan is too high 

Difficulty to getting loan due to joint 

ownership of lands 

7 	Di jt t in getting loan when land 

mortgage is a pre requisite 

Sjuse of middleman to get loan - 

9ri1ficulty to know the pi•oper distribution 

time olcredit 

l() 	Effect of bribes to get loan i—L!  
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13. Indicate the extent of constraints faced by you in field management in 

Banana cultivation: 

SI. 	Constraints 	
- 	 [ 	

Nature of constraints 

No. 	 \'eiy high Little Not 

high 	 at all 

Collection of banana from different plant in 

different days  

2 	Massive attack of weeds at the primary 	 - 

stage of sucker growing 

3 Requiring more labours in banana 	- 

cultivation 

4 	Requiring more cost due to increase the 

price of kerosene and diesel etc. 

5 	Facing constraints due to cattle 

6 	Facing constraints due to stealing the 	 I 

banana 

7 	Increasing cost due to use of poles 

S 	Damage the banana plants due flooding, 

storms etc. 

4- 
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14. Please indicate the extent of constraints faced by you in marketing in 

Banana cultivation: 

[i. - Constraints 	 - 	- 	Nature of constraints - 

No. 	 Veiy High Little Not 

high 	 at all 

I 	Not getting satisfaetoiy price during selling 

the banana 

2 	Facing constraints in selling the banana in 

time 	 I 

3 	Not getting the price at a time after selling 

the banana 

4 	Non-availability of Government store- 

house facilities 

5 	Lack of proper communication 	- 

Transport problcms due to long distance of 

market area 

Datc 

Signature of the interviewer 

4' 
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